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1 July. General Cabell's letter to Dr. Kaplan.
With units in the field making urgent pleas for stronger investigative action, General Cabell
tired of waiting for Dr. Kaplan's official conclusions and recommendations. The Air Force
Director oflntelligence wrote a polite letter to the California professor hoping to move things
along:
''Dear Dr. Kaplan:
The news has reached me that you recently visited installations
in New Mexico and discussed the 'green fireball' observations in that
.
area with interested individuals .and agencies.
I appreciate the interest which you have taken in personally investigating these reported observations since Dr. LaPaz called them to
your attention. As I mentioned when we discussed the matter last April,
your views will be particularly useful in determining appropriate disposition of information on the 'green fireball' type of unidentified objects or phenomena collected and investigated under Project Grudge,
(unidentified aerial objects).
I am, therefore, looking forward to hearing your conclusions and
recommendations on the 'green fireball' incidents.
With best personal regards.
Sincerely,
IS/ C. P. Cabell"
(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Dr. Joseph Kaplan, Institute of Geophysics, Department of Physics,
University of California, Los Angeles, California. From: C.P. Cabell, Major
General, USAF, Director oflnt~lligence. 1 July 49. Copy in author's files.

2 July. Summary of Observations, Camp Hood.
Impressive data was being generated by Army artillery observation and plotting methods using
triangulation (more than one observer). The information obtained on the clear, moonlit night of
May 7th was remarkable. "Fireballs" 15, 24 and 16 yards in diameter were tracked. (See pages
2-3)
July. Argosy article. (See pages 4-8)
3 July. About five miles gorth ofVaughn, Montana. (Early morning)
Green ball of fire.
A letter to Ed Sullivan of the Civilian Saucer Investigators ofLos Angeles reads:
" .. . my wife and I were driving between Conrad, Montana and Great Falls
to meet an early morning plane. About five miles north ofVaughn, Montana
we were startled by a burst ofblue-green light that lit up the entire area from
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Beginning 6 ~uch 1949, a aeries of e.erial pheno:nen.a has bf:-en obae:::-ved in t,be
vicinity of tb.e restri c ted area &t Ce..mp Hood, Texas. For lt'ant of a better a.ppel.Ation, this pht noroena bets by common consent been tagg&d ~Bslla of Fire. • The
pheno~~~en.a hall rcct:.rred at Camp Hood _on the average of every nine days ai.Jlce 1 t
began. Complete reports o! each incident haTe been reported in detail to the
Co~anding Geue~al &ir ~~teriel Commend, by direction of the Di~ector of Intellir~noe, 25 ~cb 1948.
Detailed reports of numeroue similar phenomena at Sandia
Beese, Albuquerque, Ner. Ue:d..co, and Los lirunos, Nell' iexico, heve ur-ee.dy- been
m.acle d.i.rect to the Director of . Intelligence·.
Obse~~tions

The
sometimes
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mAde £t Camp Hood indicates

~!ire bal.ls~

or-~g&-red

are highly, lUJr.inoUB

"lights~

usue..lly greenisb-'1'\'hi 'te but

"
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in color.
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They are usuf-l.ly round but are sometitnes of diamond or oblong s !-lape.

l

S-eiDe move and some e.ppear to be fixoo •bursts~--<iescribed as like the
turning on and of! of an electric
tch. The moveoont has been reported ar; in
an arc, vertical, &DO zig-zag.

sn

Observations elwey-s occur on the same or consBcut1ve riifhts--the shortest
observation period being one r{j_gbt enq the longest three. Tbt sm&lleat number of
individual. phenomena reported during 6!.llJ" period of ma..."lifeet:. tions bes been 4 and
tbe lugest 50.
~en artillery observation and plotting methodE we re used, the following
data was obtAined by triangulation: On 7 ~ey 1949, from 1940 hours to 2l05 boura.
Tleather was clear and a bright moonlight night.

Diamond eh.aped fireball, red to greenish whl te, 15 y ttrds in diameter
'and l,oOO feet high, moTed approximetely lOC· ynrds horizontally in
57 seconds e.nd appee.red to "go out."
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Diamond shaped fire ball, 24 yards in diameter end 1,300 feet hi ghi )
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Diamond sb..s.;ed fire ball, 16 yarde in diBllleter and 1,600 feet high, :~ 'f\
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S/I, Office of the AC of S, G-2, He&.dquarters fou.rtl: .ArrEy, Fort Sam Roueton,
YexbJ, .2 July 1949, subj, ~summa.r;y of Observ&tions of .Ae.rial Phenomena, Ccuap
Rood, TaXlUI 11

.No sound or odor hae evar accompanied the phenolll8na.

All observed b}'OUps of pheno1nena have

11

bracketed• the rf:stricted &rea. ·

Over 100 men and officers have observed and reported the.
(including field r.:.cl:.s 6.Ild college graduates).

pb eno~r~ena

Flights of aircrhl't and all firinf; and training schedules have been
checked E.nc recbeck&d. rl th.out a single 1mch incident having been found that
ccincicies in tiu>e w-...0. place rl tb e.n,y of t.be obse.rve.d pbeooJ:l.BnE..
No expl&nation of thi3 phenomena is kno~ to nor bas eny bsen presented
In the t..bsence of scient.i.f'.ic equiplllBnt e.nd ob servers,
it appears that no expl~~tion is fcrseeable.
:.0 this bec..dc;usrters.
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putting myse lf way out on a limb . As· a writer
I AM
who spends all his time investigating and repor ting
modern-day aviation, I say baldly:
1. TheFe are flying saucers.
2. They represent the most advanced form of
guided missile yet to appear.
3. They use a new source of propulsion which
derives from an incredibly compact "soft fis sion" atomi c powerplant that afiords amazing
performance in terms of range and speed.
4. They use a new scheme for guidance-and con trol. It 's simple, yet it gives a never -b efore-

reached degree o f precision.

Now for documentation:
When I started on the Flying Sauce r trail, I found
myself-in common with a lot of m y colleagues- at a
dead en d, as far as the military was concerned. So
I start ed out on a new trail by working backward. I
consulted several aero- dynamicists: " Is it aero dynamic a lly possible for a disc-shaped object to fly?
If so, how''"

was recom mended. Give a disc enou gh spin and it
will fly far and fast. This principle makes it possible
for Junior to sail pie plates or old Victrola r ecords
amazing distances. The spinning disc could be con trolled like a helicopter, by ·'cyclic pitch," or tilting
in the direction you wanted to go. Th e probl e m of
powering a rotating circular airfoil wa s admitted to
be an engineer's nightmare, however.
The trail got hot when I dug up oome new information from private scientific sources which have
proved extremely reliable in the past. This data fits
so logically into th e saucer jigsaw that l believe that
only the U.S.A.F .. Army, or Navy could e lalJo rate
a n y further , and that when their official account is
revealed it will serv e to pro v e furthc·r m _Y Case vi tht:

Flying Saucers.
They are discus-shaped, wi th n sharp edge. and the
same general c ross section as the cliHmonci ai rfoi l
used on some high - speed airplanes . This is shuw n in
the diagram on page 23, which is based on or~e
scien ti st's

· •n;~co nstru ct ion"

oE the disc.

The well -known Chance Vought XF5U - l "Fl y ing
Flapjack" has a partly - oval-shaped w in g; and this

One model is nearly thirty -t hree feet in diam ete/
and about five and one - half feet thick a t it5 center.
A smaller disc is approximately twe nt _,· - th ree feet in

was the closest thing in recent y ears to a circular

diameter and correspondingly thinne r.

airfoil. ( This was the plane which was ca lled the
answer to the saucer riddle, although only two models
were built and neither ever left the East Coast.) A
circular ai rfoil would prove highly efficient. But if you
dtdn 't have propellers and rudders-which the Fl apjack
did and . the saucers did not, so far as any one knewwhere would the power for flight come from, and
how could the round flying wing be controlled?
The experts suggested, secondly, that if a circular
wing were large and thick enough, a ·radial engine
might be mounted vertically in its center and drive
· a horizontal propeller, helicopter fashion . But it would
be too unwieldy ~or good performance.
'!'hirdly,- the -principle of rotation, or autorotation,

The di~c has a cant il ever structure . \ :ith onl_,. tour
Internal bracing members. The res t of its strc ngtn i.::
incorpo rated in the skin, \vhich is of sheet-st eel a lloy
of a ne'v molecular forn1ation. The cent e r sectio n i!i
stationary and contains the fission engine and imtn: ments tor guidance and control. The outer two - thirds
of the disc's diameter revolve at moderate speed.
. The autorotation principl.; makes flight possible.· To
obtain the necessary spin, t h e engine 's jet strearri is
ducted into three tailpipes-equally spaced around the
disc-and "carited" at angles to the disc's diameter.
This is the arrangement which, in an elementary
way, makes those pinwheel fireworks spin. There is
a larger, straight" auxiliary tailpipe ~hich cuts in auto~ .
:- .
1

6

of flying saucer, as the advanced guided missile might perform in action.
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Photographer says this

IS

actual saucer pictur e .

SAUCER SAILS. lik e a pie plate thrown by a child, because of its flat shape and high·speed spinning. At left, above:
Some experts say this is what a saucer looks like and how it works-(1 l ramjet fission engine, (2) offset blast
nozzles, (3 } gyro-autopilots, (4) timer and t hrottle motors , (5) beam following radio device, ( 6} magnetic sensing device,
(7) stationary center, (8) rotating rim , (9) main blast nozzles, (10) auxiliary top jet for burst speed, (11 l magnetic
sensing antenna i n fin. Jet stream from atomic engine in disc 's center is duc:ted into offset nozzles in rim, kicking rim

around, pinwheel fashion. Auxiliary top jet cuts in automatically for quick bursts of speed needed to escape pursuing planes .
Another "defense" is optical proximity fuse to destroy disc when inquiring plane-or ground-approaches too Closely.
Magnetic "sensing" device keeps discs in formation. Automgtic gyropilot governs banking and turning in flight .
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matically t or burst speed. This explains keep the disc level in s.traight flight
the undulating motion w hich many or govern banking (turning) when
observers first noticed in the saucers' change in direction is desired; (3) an
flight-this resulting from the rotation automatic "throttle" that regulates
- and also accounts for the amazing engine fission (and, ther eby, the
bursts of speed in which the discs often amount of thrust) and works the t aildisappeared.
pipe Hgates. n
An extremely clever device, which
The guidance scheme is, of course,
works on the same general principle
hooked up with these controls and conas the optical proximity fuse, triggers sists of three or four elements: (1) A
off the main jet when another object compact apparatus that permits " presuch as an airplane comes within a set'' flight over a definite course for
certain distance of it. My sources a given interval of time. (T his m ight
believe that these optical fuses are half
be of the rather simple type used to
"blind" in that they respond to all g uide the V-1 and JB-2 robombs,
shapes or patterns except circles or which are pre-set missiles.) ( 2) A
ovals. This might explain why a formacompact beacon receiver no larger than
tion of saucers can operate- they can
that used in personal planes: This is
"tolerat e" each other. The only object · for "beam following." This corrobothat might sneak up on one is another rates one of the first . peculiarities
disc. It would take a disc to catch a
observed in · the discs' behavior- their
tendency to hew close to our air ways.
disc, in other words.
Formation flight, the weirdest part
(3) A timer 'device. (4) An indepenof the saucer behavior, is controlled by dent magnetic r egulator, used only
a device described only as "magnetic
when formations are employed.
Complete disintegration is caused by
regulators." There is a master disc or
"commanderJI that controls the "slave"
a self- destroying detonator which is
saucers by locking them together mag- believed by my sources to be hook ed

Another more likely scheme involves
the use ot JATO rocket bottles to start
the disc on its way. Because its engine
i~ essentially a ramjet, considerable
speed must be gained before it becomes
operative. In any case, some lau nch ing device is essential not only to start
off the discs but to get them out of the
way of the people concerned before
the fission engine starts trailing r adioactive " ash."
Last, but most important of a ll, is
the soft- fission . powerplant which is
the only kind of engine that provides
intercontinental range today withou t
a ·prohibitive load of conventional fuel
such as gasoline. In fact, the atomic
powerplant 's r ange is limited only by
the time it takes the plutonium cha rges
to exhaust t hemselves. Even at the
high h eat level these charges must
operate, their productive time is esti -

mated to exceed twenty h ours. At 1200
m.p.h. , that is all anyon e needs.
My sources reconstruct the fission
powerplant as being a compact, cylin drical case of stai nless steel lined with
beryllium and graphite. Inside this six-

netically-towing them on what is, in

up in some way with 'the engine. What

and-a-half-foot long cylinder are the

effect, an invisible magnetic rope.
This corr oborates information from
another source that the saucer idea is
the brainchild of the German scientist
who designed those mysterious "silver
balls" used for a. while as an anti air
weapon against Allied bombers. These
were aerial mines, said to have been
made of gas-filled steel-impregnated
glass spheres that were highly . magnetic.
The control mechanism is said by
my sources to have three principal
elements: ( 1) a horizontal gyro to
keep the disc's stationary center stabilized in a fore-and-aft line along the
direction of flight; (2) a combination
vertical gyro and pendulum device to

has not been established, insofar as
these informants know, is the exact
manner in which the detonator works.
This may be accomplished by use of
a proximity fuse, adjusted to operate
under certain conditions. The few scattered reports, none officially confirmed,
of the discovery of small segments of
a ppa r ently exploded fly ing saucers,
may q uite possibly h ave resulted from
a slight malfunction of this detonating
device.
Another moot point concerns the
methods by w hich the saucers are
launched. One possibility is a catapult
which is a larger, glorified version of
the gimmick that shoots the trapshooter's disc-shaped clay pigeons.

"reactor" or m iniature pi le, a hea tin g
element , a beryllium re flector , and two
cadmium con trol rods that serve as
throttles.
F issionable slugs of uranium or plu tonium are incorporated in t he reactor .
When throttle movement withdraws
the cadmium r ods (which, when inside ,
"stop the engine" by soaking up all the
stream ing neutrons) , the atoms of these
fissionab le slugs a re released . These
are directed against the heat ing ele ment. This heat ex pands the com pressed air in t he same way that
burning fuel expands the air in a con ventional ramjet . The expa nding air
rushes out the tailpipe. The recoil
action spins ( Concluded on page 92 )
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The Girl ~

THE GIRL: like so many others, Susan Hayward trekked t o
Hollywood to test for the role of Scarlett in " Gone Wi t h
the Wind ." And , like so many others, she was turned down
cold. For years, Susan and her pretty face wandered around
the movie capita~, appeared in everything from " Beau Geste "
to "I Married a Witch ." But noth ing much happened to her
until Producer Walter Wanger turned her into a lady-drunk
for "Smash-up." That started her on the way to the big
time. Her work in Twentieth Century-Fox ' s " House of
Strangers" will take care of the rest . THE PICTURE: Susan ' s
·looks and acting give added sock to the story of a fath e r
(Edward' G. Robinson) whose sons conspire to ruin him . O ne
of the sons, Richard Conte, plays the love of Susan's life.
Director Monkiowicz shows her how to do it.

J. C. M illigan- Twentieth Century·Fox
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The Case of the Flying Saucers
(Continued from page 24)

the disc or, when the main jet is used,
kicks the disc forward. The stream of
fast neutrons is regulated by the position ot the throttle to govern the speed
of the saucer. The design of the engine
is the significant item; any one with
scientific training could figure out how
it works-so I all\. not revealing any
dark atomic secrets• here.
Two years have passed since the first
reports of flying saucers over America.
Since that time it is known that the
Air Force has conducted extensive
research into the matter. Late in April,
in the first of its official reports on the
subject, the Air Force stated that sixty
percent of the reported appearances

of flying saucers could be dismissed
under the four general explanations
of "weather balloons/' "planets,"
"clouds," and "imagination." They
added, significantly, that forty percent
ot the flying saucers could not be
explained on any grounds.
The Air Force has stated t hat the
flying saucers are not due to American
experimentation in a new type of flying missile. I say that what many people saw was exactly what I have
described in such detail. They were
actual flying saucers, guided missiles
of a new and revolutionary design.
Your gu ess is as good as mine as to
who w as flying them, but' this I can

tell you: Ou r Armed Services have
had-perhaps miraculously-two ·years
of grace since the first flyin g saucer
was sighted. You may rest assured t hat
their res earch has not been confi ned
to tracking down reported observa tions. If a foreign country has per fected such a fantastic a lly effic ient
weapon of attack, our own scien tific
researchers and weapon designers have
not been idle. Every w eapon prod uced
by man has always developed a coun ter-weapon capable of checkmating it.
In a recent official comment, our Air
Force noted, significantly, "F lyin g
saucers are no joke, but they ar e no
cause for public alarm."

e • •

The Captain's Prisoner
(Contin.u ed from page 20)

solid scab of rust and not a sign of
paint from stack to waterline. Sh e was
an ugly ship, an eyesore even among
battered junks and sampans cluttering
the harbor. Her bridgehouse w as too
far aft, and too large for the size of
her, and her stack tilted forward, giving her the grotesque appearance of a

motioned tow ard the bridgehouse.
"He'll be in his cabin, starboard side,
and you'll k n ock when you enter- and
be sure to remove your h at . Come
below later, lad, and we'll h ave a t alk ."
I left MacDonald there, and a
moment later stood in front of a fia t ~
top d esk, t h e surface of which w as · so

in years now and he's settling down a

vessel that traveled backwards. On the

scarred and splintered that it looked

bi t-even has himself a wife in Hong
Kong. Maybe you'll find he ain't so
fussy about the way he keeps himself
or the ship but he's a good mariner
a nd there's a sense of humor under
that frozen face of his."
That Sloan had a sense of humor
was a complete surprise . to me, and I
said as much.
"Ever hear of the cobra business he
pulled on a haul from Bombay to
Shanghai?"
I shook my head.
"Brought a big box aboard ship, he
did , a'nd secured it on the fo'c'sle, warning all hands about the good-sized
cobr a that was in it. Well, the first night
out the box was found with its cover off
and no sign of the snake. For two days
the crew goes hunting from stem to
stern but they couldn't find the cobra.
It was nine days to Shanghai and
everywhere the hands would walk
they'd be looking behind them and shying away from dark corners-and at
nights they'd be afraid to sleep more
than two winks, making out the littlest
sound to be this poisonous snake crawling across the deck on its belly."
Denardo chuckled. "Of ~urse, the
box h ad been em pty from the start, but
not a mother's son of them knew it."
He handed me the envelope. "The
Nemesis is beyond the· breakwater,
like I said. You can't miss it."

fantail, a small structure, little larger
than a w a tchman's shanty, looked as if
it had been thrown up on second
thought to balance her lines.
An aroma of green tea min gled with
rancid galley odors as we pulled alongside a Jacob's ladder. I tossed a coin to
the sampan coolie, climbed t h e ladder
and swung aboard.
She w as secured for sea, her booms
cradled and deck gear well lashed. Outside the galley a half-naked coolie
squatted by a slop bucket, warding off
green flies with one hand w hile he
pawed the garbage with the other.
Further aft, beside a cargo winch, three
white men were kneeling and rolling
dice across a faded yellow blanket. A
fourth, in oil-stained coveralls, stood
to one side w atching, sucking cont entedly on a. stubby corncob. He was
short and stocky, with a ruddy bald
head and wide pleasant !ace. I recognized him immediately as MacDonald,
a quiet Scotsman who had been chief
engineer of a West Coast steamer I'd
shipped on.
·
Glancing up, he hurried a cross the
deck with outstretched han d . "Holland, lad, you're shipping with us?"
I nodded and shook his han d. "This
tub is a depressing sight, Ma c. It will
be nice to have a friend aboard."
MacDon ald frowned. "Hav e you seen
Sloan y et, or was it Denardo?"
"Just Denardo."
"Then don't count too much on getc
ting hired , lad. I know your feet are
firm ·to the deck but Sloan likes his
mates t o look his idea of mariner,
m eaning something. like his own dirty
self. Don't do much talking while
you're in there. Listen and say 'Yes,
sir,' and y ou'll maybe get the job." He

the dirtier. Sloan was a religious
fanatic and feared for his ruthless
exercise of a master's authority, and
few men cared to ship with him.
I thought of my hundred dollars and
wondered if it was worth it.
Denardo shrugged at the expression
on my face. "Ephraim's getting along

II
ENARDO was right. You couldn't
D
miss it. I hir ed a sampan at the
landing, and as w e went bobbing p ast
the ·breakwater into the choppy wat ers
of the outer bay, I saw a freighter
squatting low in the water, her sides a

more a chopping block than a desk . _
On it w as a large leather-bound Bible.
The cabin stank of stale clothing.
I held the envelope out and Sloan
ignored it, glaring up at me with
strange yellow eyes that flic k ered
darkly, like oil lamps with defecti ve
wicks. He w as a powerful man, with •
thick, sloping shoulders tha t bulged
under a ragged blue j acket . His weathered face was pockmarked. Dried
tobacco juice rimmed his colorless lips.
Sloan's face was dirty and ugly, b ut
there was something more there. There
was evil-, a perverted evil , and for t he
first time I fe lt afraid of a man.
From Denardo?" His voice was low .
I nodded, still holding the letter out.
"You can tak e that letter, " he said
slowly and distinctly, "and wipe you r
nose with it. I asked for a man , not a
milk-fed cabin boy."
For a moment I gaped at him . T h en
my face burned and my fear of him
drained away . "Suits me," I said, feeling only contempt for his ignoqmce.
"This pesth ole of yours stinks lik e a
river scow, anyway."
F or the moment I thought he h adn't
heard me, as his eyes wer e fi x ed
intently on the desk, his face wit hout
expression. But when he spok e, his
voice held a thin edge.
" You're a man with opinions, I see."
"I'll be going now-" I began .
Suddenly his hand flashed under his
jacket and before I could move, a sliver
of steel spun from his hand a nd im bedded itself in the scarred desk top.
I had taken two steps backward
before I saw t hat Sloan 's eyes were
still on the desk. I look ed d own.
On top of the desk, a cockroach was
staring at t he quiv ering brightness that
'
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horizon to horizon which included a Mountain Range 40 or 50 miles to the west.
There was no sound with the light, which lasted for approximately 30 seconds,
and since they were no clouds in the sky we knew it wasn't lightning. Immediately after the flash we saw a blue-green ball offrre dropping toward the ground
about a half mile from us. It looked as though it were fastened to a parachute
which wasn't strong enough to handle it because although dropping fairly fast it
wasn't fast enough for a gravity drop. This (we [sic-- thought? Word missing.]
that it was some type of flare) fireball lit the area up for about 10 miles around.
It went all the way to the ground [If true, this is worth noting] and when it hit the
light was gone and there was no sound that we could hear._" (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Ed Sullivan. P.O. Box 1471, Main Post Office, Los Angeles,
California. From: A. E. McCorkle. 219 South Bozeman Ave. Bozeman,
Montana. 21 July 52. CUFOS archives.

3 July. Longview, Washington.
_B oise, Idaho, Satul'day Morning, July-9, 1949

(This is some additional data on the case)

IObse~~; Says

. IDiscs were Only

Dr. James McDonald questioned the principle witness, a Mr.
Moulton Taylor and learned that the objects were yellowish in
color and not a pure white. McDonald also revealed the results
of his research:
"I've dug out the weather data and examined
question of whether any ofthe nearby radiosonde
or pilot balloon stations could conceivably have
launched balloons that might have accounted for
those three objects that were seen on the morning
of July 3, and it appears to be entirely out of the
question. Of course, in addition to that, the flipping motion, the appearance from three distinctly
different directions, and the metallic glinting, all
suggest something quite different from balloons."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Moulton B. Taylor. Box 1171.
Longview, Washington. 98632. From:
Dr. James McDon~.ld. 27 May 68. Dr.
James McDonald papers. University of
Arizona at Tucson Library. Special Collections Division. Tucson, Arizona.

Flock of Birds
. The big "flocks'' of f lying
dtscs reported to have been seen
over Barber Thursday were debunked !"riday by another pers on w ho wit:1essed the· objects in
the ok y.
L.

'Unusual Obje.cts'
..In Sky Repor:tecl
. By Two Boiseans
The ilyln~ disc• •r• >.oom!ng
&round· in larger !locka thue
days. .
'
1405 North
· · Ted . Helk•s,
Two·n ty·.sccond Street, and Bob
Mopi-c, 701 North !'llneteenth
atreet. ~aid they aaw "from 50
to 100 ~ou•ll~i obJects:• !lying
Lhrough the sl<y Thuuday aCtor·

I
1

.

I
I
I

Drawing of area and flight paths of the three UFOs.
(See page 10) Source: Air Force BLUE BOOK files.
3 July. Astoria, Oregon. (1 :00 p.m.) (See clipping)

noon. ·

·· .

. :

••We were riding o.lon~t this
I' ide of Barber," ·.uld Heikes,
"and we saw some lumber pliers
an!! r. truck driver lool<ing up
In the •ky. We· ,,topped •nd
looked, too, •nd rlr,ht above us
we a&w the .. objects."
·
Heikes sald the object• were
aluminum colored on one •ide
and d&rk on the otlm·.
""They seeme~ to be lied to·
gcther. Fiut they were stru n~

~~~oln in& ~on~ ~:~~np~ . ~~cdnl .~~~~
even got jumbled together. · But
they tra.vcled In A. no1·theaaterly
direction and were out ot .siJI"ht
In about 10 minutcl'li. W!"lon they
fl ipped . over ao the ~ I de· wu
Lownrd u.s t.hey were almo~ t in·
viaiblc.''
·
Hoi::es Sllld the discs · w~ro
tlyfrig underneath the scattered ·
clouds, but · thc wu.thcr bureau
plileed their height at 2~.000
feet.

L.

Reighard \\..ho is

ern·

plnyed at the lumber ya rd a t
' : B arber said the objects in the
1

~~~·ite ·~~~~d. ~;a:;it;~s tiew ~~f~
the n ortheast, R eighard said .
The t\vo Boise men who reported the discs. said they saw a
man in the lumber yard lookint:
up and t hey looked up also and
~aw the white cbjects. However,
Reighard said that he had been
watching the birds for some
t ime and could tell 'they wer e
only birds.
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13 July. Kaplan's response to General Cabell.

I

~

(See below and pages 12-13)

·,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE OF GEOPHYSICS
LOS ANGELES

~4•

CALIFORNIA

July 13, 1949

CONFIDENTIAL
Major General C, P, Cabell
Director o! Intelligence
Department of the Air Foree
Hqs. United States Air Foree
Washington 25, D.C.
Dear General Cabell:
Your letter of 1 July 1949 regarding the 11 green fireball" observations of
Dr. Lincoln La Paz 'll&a a timely one. It arrived at the time when I finally
decided that some well considered opinions might be presented. I have
deliberately waited !or nearly ten weeks since rrry visit to New Mexico for
three reasons. First of all, I was so favorably impressed by the quality of
the observations made by security guards and other personnel at Los Alamos,
that I wanted to have a "cooling off 11 period before arriving at any conclusions.
Secondly, I ~nted to wait long enough to allow for some more re~orts of fireball
incidents. Finally, and possibly the most important reason, I -wanted to find out
whether one could theoretically predict a new atmospheric phen~enon of the type
described. I would like to comme~t on each of these points in turn, and finally ·
to make some recommendations.
At the recent meeting of the American Physical Society in Seattle, Dr. N.~.Bradbury,
Director of the Los ~lamos Scientific Laboratory suggested that a conference be
arranged at Los Alamos early in September, in order to discuss these incidents.
He proposed that in addition to Dr. La Paz. and myself, Drs. E. Teller and G.• Gamow
be invited to attend. I believe that these two distinguished theoretical
physicists plan to be at Los Alamos during the time proposed and it should be
possible to arrive at valuable conclusions. I am to be at the Geophysical
Research Laboratory of the Air Materiel Command from about 22 August until 2
September and thus I can stop at Los Alamos on my way back to the Coast. In any
case, it is relatively easy to 60 to Los Alamos from Los Angeles and it is my
feeling that such ·a conference should be held. The fact that Dr. Bradbury
volunteered the suggestion indicates that he has not come to any definite conciusions. I might s~ at this point that I have come to one and will present
this conclusion in this letter.
I am attaching a memorandum which will describe the conferences that I attended
during my visit to New Mexico installations. I will now come to the three
points referred to in the first paragraph of this letter.
At the conference held on 28 April in the office of Director Wells of the A.E.C.
at Los Alamos, I had the opport\Ulity t0 hear the stories of several security
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guards and other A.E,C, personnel who had seen these unusual fireballs. I was
particularly impressed by the consistency of their opinions. as to the wave·
length of the radiations emitted by the :fireballs. When we showed them a
spectrum chart, every observer picked out a wave· length which agreed well with
that of the so-called auroral green l:ine of atomic' oxygen. This line lies in
the yellow-green at a l!aVe length of 5577 Angstrom units. A strong pure source
of such radiations has been produced by me in my laboratory and it gives one
the impression of looking at a bright emerald, I'll return to this point later.
While one my question the observations on which speeds and directions are based,
it is not l1kely that several observers will agree on color and not be correct.
Of all of the observations that have been reported color is probably the one on
which IIIOSt reliance may be placed, ·
My second point had to do with possible future incidents.

In a letter just
received from Dr. La Paz, he reports the occurrence of three more remarkable
.fireball incidents, each one occurring very nearly at 8sl0 p.m.; the dates
are 5 June, 20 June in .New liexico, and 29 June ~ Arizona. He also called my
attention to a report by Dr. D. H. Menzel of the Harvard College Observatory of
some remarkable objects aeeon on the night of l2 Yay 1949. A report on this
has been written by Dr. Wenzel for the A.M.C. at Wright Field. I have not seen
the report.

..,

Finally, can the~e be natural atmospheric phenomenon of the. type described? It
is not too difficult to conclude that some new atmospheric phenomena will be
observed during these years when the atmosphere will have been under more study
than ever in man's historr. The iner&asad awareness of the public relative to
atmospheric phenomena is a natural result of the increased scientific interest
in the earth's atmosphere.
As I pointed out earlier, the one certain characteristic of this phenomenon.~
the color. The descriptions indicate that the color might well be restricted
to a very narrow range of wave lengths, possibly even monochromatic. Now, as
we pointed out earlier, the oxygen atom emits a radiation in both the aurora
and the light of the night sky at a wave length of 5577. This is the well-known
green auroral line.
The best laboratory eource o! t~s line so far reported ie one discovered by me.
This source is the auroral afterglow o.f nitrogen at · a- pressure of 100 mm Hg
containing small amounta•of oxygen. Under proper excitation conditions and
N2/0 2 ratio, it is possible to observe an intense green glow lasting for about
thirty seconds. The spectrum of this glow changes with time and within two
seconds of the interruption of the discharge, the spectrum is effectively monochromatic, consisting only of the green line. There i.s therefore a mechanism
in nitrogea-oxygen mixtures which makes it possible ater the introduction of
energy by means of an el,~trical discharge, to have an afterglow in which the
only radiating mechanism in the visible is that of the oxygen atom emitting the
green auroral line. I have been studying this phenomenon recently and am now
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convinced that if nature produced an aurora at the levels at which the green
fireballs were reported, such auroras would radiate only the green line in the
visible.
It is interesting to note that the pressures at which'this laboratory phenomenon
has so far been observed with the greatest intensity is 100 mm. This is the
pressure in the atmosphere at about 9 miles. It is highly probable that the
phenomenon would be observed with similar characteristics over a fairly large
range or pressures, say from 100 mm on up. It is safe to conclude that at the
levels at which the green fireballs have been reported, auroras would have
spectra in which the green line would be mUch m?re intense than in high level
auroras.
My conclusion therefore is, that based on (1) the most reliable aspect of the
observations, i.e., the color, and \2) on the existence of a laboratory phenomenon which predicts a •green aurora" at these levels, the soundest conclusion
at present is that we are dealing with a new type .of auroral display. The
absence of sound would agree with this hypotheses. Although not absolutely ruled
out, i t is generally agreed that the aurora is &· Silent phenomenon. The rapid
horizontal motion reported for the firegalls is difficult to explain. The
occurence of these phenomena at low magnetic latitudes · is also difficult to
explain on the hypothesis that they are caused by natural auroral activity of
some kind. It is however interesting to emphasize that in the two characteristics
which are the most reliable ones reported, the phenomenon resembles the aurora.
It is for these reasons that at the present time, I must conclude that we are
dealing with a natural phenomenon. ·
The possible importance of any new atmospheric phenomenon, particularly one
which apparently occurs low in the atmosphere, is so great that I would like to
recommend the setting up under Dr • . I.a Paz's direction, oi' a carefully planned ·
photographic and spectrographic patrol of the area in which most of these
incidents have been reported. The by-products of such a program are sufficiently
promising as to justi!'y its setting up. This problem was discussed wit.h Dr. I.a Paz
and others during my visit and he is prepared to embark on the program. With
sufficient consultative help he should be a!Ue to organize and operate a
valuable program • .
Sincerely yours

r~
J. Kaplan
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15 July. UFO reports increase "five times?"
Ohio State University wanted to do a radio interview when it learned one of its faculty members had conducted a study of flying saucer reports for Air Force called the: "Ohio State Research Foundation Project 364." The Air Force Office ofPublic Information contacted the Director oflntelligence, USAF, for information in order to draft a reply. The school was notified
that the study, done by Dr. J. Allen Hynek, was classified RESTRICTED.
Additional reasons were outlined in an internal military memo for the benefit of the PIO people
in case any further such requests were made:
"Project #364 represents the results of Dr. Hynek's investigations and analysis
of flying saucer reports for the Air Force. It does not represent the only analysis of
such incidents which has and is being made in an effort to provided identification
of flying saucers.
"Since the appearance of the Shallet articles in the Saturday Evening Post and
the release of similar information by the Director ofPublic Relations concurrently
with the Shallet articles' publication, Hq. AMC has received five times the number
of flying saucer reports as occurred prior to publicity ..In addition, the reading public has offered approximately fifty explanations and theories which range from sensible considerations to the wildest fantasy.
"Adverse criticism of the AF investigations and publicity concerning such investigation appeared in the June issue of the Infantry Journal." (xx.)
(xx.)

Memorandum for Record. AFOAI-DA,
Maj Boggs/bjm/5867, Wrtn 15 July 49.
Copy in author's files.
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"Size of dinner plates"

(See clipping right)

20 July. General Anderson' s office suggests an
investigation of the Camp Hood and
Sandia reports.

.

Headed . toward Keno, three tly~~ . . . . ~
lng aauce1·s were sighted · Tuesday
~
,
n1ornln~ around 10:20, pro&Tesalnc
..c-:
~~
'
Rt a f(rcat 1"Bte Of Speed . acroa~ the
r~
Woe us •k It·~.
·· .
· Mr~. M. J. Shu·mate, Wo:.c u 1
/ U./'7 1 0 _/ ~
·:,. llousewite, called The Herald and q · ~ ~_c.
: ·;· News as: soon as the "aaucel's"l
/7/
~
,•r ·,· narted disappearing In the sky to- 1 / V.~
~:;! ! • W"41d Keno. She · ar.Jd she
~
k:A ·
1.\o,J:~ aaw time ot what r.ppeared to be c;J-;
/; //
·::> white discs tlylnr "very high and / / '
: :: · very !as~." At that height they
·.: .' appeared :to be · &bout the 4lze ot
·.•( dinner uucera. · . •

>.

19 July. Wocus, Oregon. (about 10:20 a.m.)

Flyirig Saucers .
With Us Again .. . ··

f

I

/ 'q

I

Air Force Plans and Operations, DCS/0, under the command of Major General S.E. Anderson,
received information from the follow~g sources describing the events at Camp Hood and
Sandia: "Memo for General Picher dated 21 June 49 with Memo dated 13 June, and Fourth
Army Report dated 19 April49." (The memos, dated 21 June and 13 June, are not available, but
the 19 April Army report may be the one on page 45 of my UFOs: A History January-June, Supplemenal Notes. The report mentions 50 flare-like bursts oflight at Camp Hood during a 25
miriute period.) General Anderson forwarded all three memos to the Director oflntdligence,
DCS/0 and requested an investigation and appropriate recommendations. The request from
General Anderson's office would reach General Cabell desk on August 13 1h. (See August 13th
for a note by Cabell and the draft of a formal reply to General Anderson)
28 July. Green fireball problem dumped off on the Geophysics Section.

f-5f

,)
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In spite of the fact Dr. Kaplan qualified his endorsement ofthe natural phenomena explanation,
a Colonel Holzman diverted any scientific m'vestigation into the green fireballs from Research
and Development to upper atmosphere studies. (See memo on page 16)
? July. Near Alexandria, Kentucky. (noon)
"Like two saucers rim-to-rim."

...

It was a bright day and the witness was looking over a valley from a location atop a small hill.
The witness was a retired teacher/editor by the name of Harry Andrews. He claims five objects
came into view that appeared like ''two saucers rim-to-rim" and during their passage they were
"perfectly plain to the unaided eye." The color of the objects was like "new aluminum." As
the group of objects passed over on a southern course, the last two turned sharply to the left. All
ofthe objects gradually faded into atmospheric haze in the distance. (See drawing below) (xx.)

(xx.)

NICAP UFO Report form. Harry D. Andrews, 12025 Shore Drive, Loveland, Ohio.
Date of report: 7 January 65. CUFOS archives. NICAP files. Copy in author's files.

Late July. Elsmere, Delaware. (about 6:00p.m.)
"Like two saucers put together."
A Mrs. Catherine Allen ofNew Castle, Delaware, was in the kitchen washing dishes when her
11-year-old son James entered the room and urged her to "come out and see the round silver
thing." Mrs. Allen didn't want to leave and told her son the object must be just an airplane.
James insisted the object wasn't anything ordinary because it was round, silent, and stationary in
the sky. To please her son, Mrs. Allen followed him outdoors, thinking that perhaps the object
was a new type of dirigible (New Castle AFB was only a few miles away). Standing on the
lawn, Mrs. Allen looked to the east where the ''thing" was suppose to be. She was surprised to
see something only about 300 yards away. It was round "like two saucers put together" and the
color of the "dull side of a roll of aluminum foil used in cooking." The UFO, or whatever, was
also very low, appearing to be "sitting on the tree tops" of some trees on the property ofthe Dela
Power & Light sub station next to the B & 0 Railroad line.
Suddenly, without warning, the object was gone. Mrs. Allen couldn't explain the abrupt disappearance so she made various suggestions: "As far as I can see, it must have gone away from
us, behind the trees, or gone so fast I did not see [sic] direction." (xx.)
(xx.)

NICAP UFO Report form. Mrs. Catherine Allen, 9 House Road, Chelsea Est. New
Castle, Delaware. Date of report: 6 May 66. CUFOS archives. NICAP files. Copy
in author' s files.
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CONFIDENTIAL

AJ'OJ.l-~

WaJ Bogga/bja/5867
Wrtn 28 Jul7 1949

PR013L]2.( :

l. To pre~pare a repl7 to letter !rom Dr. Joseph Iaplan, Institute
ot Geoph71ics, University o! California, concerning concluaion on
1 green

!ireball1 phenoiiUina in liew Mexico.

7ACTS AN] DISCUSSION;
2. Letter !rom Dirsctor o! Intelligence to Dr. Kaplan on 28 June
1949 requested information on Dr. Iaplan'a investigation and concluliOnl ooncerninc •creen tireball 1 observation• in Hew K&xico.
3. Dr. Iaplan t 1 repl7 of 13 Jul7 1949 tt&ted. that hi• inteniewa
vi th obaervert o! the phenoaena had 1how the most reliable atpect o!

the obaervation• wae the color. Dr. Iaplan personally determined that
tho phenomenon can be reproduced in the laborato17. Re tind• that in
color, the 1 green !ireballt 1 retemble an auroral afterglow obtained
!rom a mixture ot nitrogen and o.:qgen (under 100 mm Hg preuure) vhich
hat been excited by an electrical diacharge. TbA aame conditione
could. ob~ain iA th.t a.tm.otphtrt at a htight o! about ~ lllil... Dr.
Kaplan conclucaa UL&t the 1 grMn !ireballt 1 are natural phenoaena. He
recoC1111end1 a project tor inTe~tigation o! thil natural phenomenon under
Dr. La Paz, Univer1ity o! Bew Mexico.
4. Matter waa ditcu.1ed with Colonel Hol~, Pf!ioe of Reaearch
and Development, r:JJS/M, who adThed that Reuarch and Development 11
'Willing to receiTe data on •creen fireball' pheno&ena tor conaid.eraticn
but doea not -o.lieve U h advhable to enco~e further inTeatiga- ···
tion. It Research and DeTelopaent con1idere it nece1aar,r, !aoilitiet
are available tor tcientitic inTeatic&Uon o! llpper atmo~phere
phenomena.
5. Letter ha1 been prepared :t'roa Director o:t' Intelligence to
Dr. Kaplan upreaainc Talue of conclu.ion. Indication 1a given that
Director of Intllli«tnct will not han responaibilit1 or eatabliahing
inTeatigative project. !or natural phenomena but will tranllllit Dr. Iapla.n'1
concluaion and "i"ecoaaendation to Geop~lic1 Section, D!rH41orate o:t'
B.etearch and :O.Vel~. .nt, OOS/K, which hat retponlibUiU. . tor upper
atao~plutre retearch.

5•

.i.pproTal, lip.ature and ditpatch o! letter to Dr. Kaplan.

COORDINA'l'ION:
Colonel Benjamin G. Bolsman, AJMRD, Extension

CONFIDENTIAL
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we write this two news stories
confront the Amertcan people. One is the publi c admission by the Army Air Force th a t
the fl yi ng saucers are "no jo ke," but
ra ther, are rea l to the ex ten t of
fort y percent of all reports. FATE,
n a turally, is quite please d to fi nd
its stor ies justifi ed , and its stori es
stamped with the seal of officia l
co nfi r mati on . FATE is the o nly
magazine, or any oth er type o f
publication, wh ich presen ted the
fac ts about flying disks as they happe ned, accurately, honestly, and
p romp tl y. We told our readers ho w
rea l they were, and proved it with
competen t eye-witness stori es an d
photos.
THE SECOND "s tor y': event of
importance of the week is the app eara nce in the Satu rday E vening
Post of a story entitled "What You
Can Believe About Flying Saucers"
by Sidney Shalett. We h aven't see n
the seco nd installment of thi s fea tured article, but we do have· a few
comments to mak e about the first.
Readers of FATE will fin d nothing
new in the article, and in fact, much
of the info rmation comes from i ts
pages; however, the article is interestin g from the standpoint of what
it di d not print.

THE MAN WHO

TALKS WITH TREES
BY PHILIP I(RRY

WALKING ON FIRE
RY HERE WARD CAR R/NG TON

PSYCHIC SYMPHONY

3 August. Los Angeles, California. · (5:15p.m.)
"Most everything freakish hereabouts."
J. Waldo Wernicke had lived in Los Angeles since 1908 and he believed he had seen "most
everything freakish hereabouts," however on the afternoon of August 3, 1949, he spotted what he
called a "WHAT'S IT" which really made him curious.
It was clear that day with no air traffic in sight and the temperature a mild 64 degrees. Seated
on a West Washington streetcar, Mr. Wernicke was gazing upward when he spotted a radiant,
sil very, saucer-shaped, object about 2,000 feet above the intersection of Western A venue and

18
Olympic Blvd. He estimated that the thing was about six feet thick and about 25 feet indiameter. What really held his attention was that the thing was trying to move upward in a
southerly direction by a series of peculiar jerks that reminded him ofthe actions of an octopus.
Making little progress, the object came to a stop and hovered. The "WHAT'S-IT," as Mr.
Wernicke termed it, abruptly tipped completely over. Simultaneously the "WHAT'S-IT" became obscured by a dirty brown, bubbling vapor. Immediately thereafter, the obfuscated mass
zoomed north (opposite of its previous course), the thing displaying a strange convulsive irregular whirling as it sped away. (xx.)
(xx.) Letter: To: "To Whom It May Concern." From: J. Waldo Wernicke, 2406 Kent
Street, Los Angeles 26, California. Date: April? 1954? (Paper torn) Copy in
author's files. Wernicke claims he sent a copy ofhis sighting to the U.S. Naval
Intelligence at 512 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles Tim es
on August 3, 1949. Later he sent copies to Wright Field AFB and the editor of
True magazine in 1950. He claims the latter two acknowledged receiving his
report. I believe I got this from CUFOS files. Not sure -L.E. Gross.
9 August. Boggs (Cabell) acknowledges the natural phenomena solution.
On August 9th Major Boggs prepared the following letter for General Cabell's signature :
"Dr. Joseph Kaplan
Institute of Geophysics
University ofCalifornia
Los Angeles 24, California.
Dear Dr. Kaplan:
Your conclusion on the 'green f1reball ' phenomena as explained
In your letter of 13 July 1949 is most helpful.
Since you conclude that in this instance we are dealing with a
natural phenomenon, I am ofthe opinion that further investigative
activity cannot be appropriately handled by the Directorate oflntelligence. I am, therefore, passing the information in your letter to
Colonel Benjamin G. [Holzman? Photocopy blurred], Directorate of
Research and development, Hq. USAF, for consideration by the Geophysical Sciences Branch.
With best personal regards.
Sincerely,
C.P. Cabell
Major General, USAF
Director oflntelligence." (xx.)

(xx. )

AFOAI-DA. Maj Boggs/bjm/5867. Wrtn 9 Aug 49. Record Group 341. Director
oflntelligence. Decimal File 000.9 1948-1949. Copy in author's files.
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13 August. General Cabell admits "we were all pretty jittery" and that he is still not completely ·'sure. "

In a handwritten August 13th note, General Cabell played down the anti- UFO tone of his staff
member, Major Boggs, GRUDGE liaison at AFOAI-DA:
"Send file around to General Moore [General Ernest (Dinty) l\1oore,
Chief of Air Intelligence Requirements or AFOAI] so that he can take action
to change the impression left in the minds of Co lone! Day ... r Hearn? Word
not clear] and others that we 'tend to ridicule ' the report [I ' m not sure which
report he is referring to, probably Camp Hood and green fireball sightings,
but his comments can be said to apply to UFO reports in general ---L. E.
Gross]. I' m sure Boggs did not mean to do so, but all ofus must remember
that we were all pretty jittery about this ourselves, and only as we got 'Grudge '
well under way and had the advantage of careful analyses did we begin to relax a bit. We should applaud these other these other folks for being interested
and leave them with the impression, which is a fact, that our evidence tends to
discount any foreign aircraft being involved, but we are not sure and so have
project Grudge in being." (xx.)
(xx.)

Cover Sheet. From: Dir P&O DCS/0. Summary: Report of Aerial Phenomena.
Date: 20 July 49. Type: R&R. (Note on document in "Special InstructionsRemarks " section by Cabell is dated August 13th) Record Group 341. Director
of Intelligence, HQ USAF. Decimal File 000.9.

Maj. Boggs' opinion ofthe UFO mystery.
We have an interview of Maj. Boggs by author Daniel Lang. Mr. Lang wrote:
"From the beginning, the officers in charge of Project Saucer recognized a
peculiar difficulty in their assignment. ' If you look out the window and see so mething, how can I prove or disprove what it was ifl didn 't see it and you can't tell
me much about what you saw?' Major Jerre Boggs, who was then the chief
liaison officer between Wright Field and the high command in Washington, asked
me one day shortly after Project Saucer had presumably become a thing ofthe
past. ' It would be different if flying saucers were known to exist. Then we could
have collected evidence indicating the degrees of probability that such things were
sighted and the reason for their appearance at a given place. But it is imposs ible
to prove, logically and with finality, a double negative - that is, that there are no
flying saucers and that people have not seen flying saucers. The best we could do
under the circumstances was to deduce, ftrst , from the fact that it had not been
proved, that saucers had been seen and, second, from the fact that reasonable
theories could be advanced to explain away a ll the reports of seeing them, that
probably nobody had seen them at all. The fewer the theoretical explanations and
the less plausible they were, the more reason there was for suspecting people had
seen saucers.' The Major shook his head, and continued, ' It 's a difficult concept
to grasp, but so was the job we were tracking.'
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"I asked Major Boggs whether there was any way to account for the epidemic
ofreports of strange celestial objects. "Of course there is,' he replied. 'Ifyou look
up at the sky long enough, you can almost always made out something there that appears strange. And more people are looking up now than ever before. Kids don't
count freight cars any more; they count airplanes. People who were trained in air
observation during the war have gone right on observing. Also, the public hasn't
forgotten that the atomic bomb was kept secret from it for three years. This time,
people want to know what's cooking, so they look up.' Major Boggs sighed. 'Time
was when people used to make a wish if they saw a shooting star. Now they telephone the Air Force.'
"Major Boggs and I pondered this unromantic age in silence for a moment.
Then he returned briskly to the problems that had confronted the investigators. 'The
one tangible thing we had to work on was the fact that the sky is full of things,' he
said. 'I can't even come close to estimating the number of commercial and military
aircraft up there at any given moment. Then, there are more than five hundred
outfits of one kind or another that release balloons from time to time. These range
from simple weather balloons, no larger than a volleyball, to complicated clusters
of balloons, as big as a house, for radar soundings or cosmic-ray research. At night,
balloons always have trailing lights. In addition to all those balloons, there are
advertising blimps, the sweeping beams of searchlights and air-lane beacons, clouds
that reflect the sun and other sources of light, clouds scudding by the moon, and
pieces of paper that are swirled aloft from the street by the wind. And, of course,
birds, kites, St. Elmo's fire, meteors, comets, lightning, and fireballs-or, ifyou
prefer, bolides, which are bits of interplanetary matter, with trajectories that sometimes seem-to parallel the surface ofthe earth, trail a wisp of flame, and disintergrate with a flash when they hit the earth's dense atmosphere."' (xx.)
(xx.)

Lang, Daniel. The Man in the Thick Lead Suit. New York, N.Y.:Oxford University
Press, 1954. pp.29-31.

As a fmal touch, Boggs mentioned his best argument: "You know, not one ofthese wonder
saucers ever malfunctioned. My God, we have our hands full with conventional planes, but
these saucers never seem to get in trouble and have to make force landings." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid. p.45.

Brigadier General Ernest Moore, who was to check Boggs' work, also seemed sold on an anti-

UFO view. He told Lang:
'"First off, he said, 'the Russians have nothing to do with these so-called
saucers; I'll swear to that on a stack ofBibles, if you like. Second, we don't
have any secret new types of aircraft that could have started all this commotion.
Third, nobody, in our opinion, has spotted space ships from some other planet.
Fourth, everything our investigators learned has been made available to the
public." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.27.
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The feelings ofMaj. Boggs and Gen. Moore appear reasonable in 1949, but the passage oftirne
eroded confidence in such a simplistic approach. Captain Edward Ruppelt, who took over the
Air Force's UFO investigation two years later, had many more good reports to work with, and he
remarked: "If you took any one of these incidents by itself, it might not mean much. But in view
of the number and caliber of the informants, you couldn't help taking their claims seriously."
(xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.47.

15 August. Reply to General Anderson. ''No cause for alarm."
The request submitted by General S.E. Anderson, Director of Plans and Operations, back on
July 20th to investigate Camp Hood and Sandia (green fireballs) arrived too late. Dr. Kaplan's
opinion that the unidentified phenomena being reported was from natural causes (that was recieved by Hq. AMC back on July 13th) put an end to any possibility there would be any special
effort by GRUDGE to determine the origin and nature of what was being seen. The Fourth
Army came very close to obtaining what they felt they needed: specialized equipment and
scientific experts. Col. John M. Schweizer, writing on behalf of the Director oflntelligence,
DCS/0 , told General Anderson:
·
"Reports of incidents at Camp Hood, Texas, and Sandia, New Mexico , were
sent by reporting agencies to Hq. AMC. These reports have been receiving investigative attention under 'Project Grudge' activities directed by Hq. AMC. Detailed investigations are conducted by 'Project Grudge' on all reports of unidentified objects and phenomena which have occurred from June 1947 to date. The
continuing efforts of this project are directed toward establishing the identity of
each object or phenomena reported. Each report receives individual investigative attention and analysis as well as consideration in the light of other reports of
a similar description.
"Reports from the Camp Hood, Los Alamos and Sandia areas have mainly
involved observations oflight phenomena. Those which have been reported
from the Los Alamos and Sandia areas have been subjected to a great deal of
investigations and analysis by many persons including well qualified scientists.
All appear to have an explanation on the basis of natural phenomena.
"The defmite results from investigation of the incident observed at Camp
Hood on 18 April will be obtained from the "Project Grudge' office at Hq. AMC
and forwarded at a later date to your Office.
"Considering the effort which continues to be applied toward identifying 11
incidents and the fact that the majority of reports have been found to be the result of misidentifications, it seems doubtful that the 18 April incidents at Camp
Hood holds any cause for alarm on the grounds that it may be an activity detrimental to security.
"A field exercise to watch for unidentified objects was established by Camp
Hood Training Memorandum No.8 , dated 4 May 1949. However, observations
by the group including the subject report (apparently from the same source) have
failed to provide data of a quality which can be used to identify observed phenomena.
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"Early in the investigative activity of"Project Grudge' a proposal was considered for providing radar reconnaissance to detect 'flying saucers.' This proposal was turned down by DCS/0 on the basis that the logistic requirements for
such a project could not be sustained by the Air Force. An additional proposal
for night fighter reconnaissance with heat-seeking infra-red was also considered
but rejected as impractical.
"In the light of evidence available from investigations of unidentified aerial
incidents, there does not appear to be a sufficient requirement for the Director of
Intelligence to request the establishment of a 24-hour radar reconnaissance for
the sole purpose of detecting possible future occurrences of light phenomena.
However, there may be other considerations, which require control of the air over
important installations. The gathering of significant data on any identified incidents by facilities set up for these other purposes might supply some data that
would be useable in establishing their identity.
John M. Schweizer, Jr.
Colonel, USAF
Executive
Directorate ofintelligence" (xx.)
(xx.)

Subject: Report of Aerial Phenomena. To: Director of Plans & Operatiom, DCS/0.
From: Director ofintelligence, DCS/0 . Date: 15 August 1949. •U.S . Air Force
Intelligence UFO files. Record Group 341. Director ofintelligence, HQ USAF.
Decimal File 000.9. Copy in author's files.

17 August. LaPaz's fifth report and Kaplan's opinion.
Three days after Col. Schwiezer informed General Anderson ofDr. Kaplan's opinion the
aerial phenomena being reported was from natural causes, Dr. Lincoln LaPaz submitted his fifth
report on "anomalous luminous phenomena"("green fireballs") observed in New Mexico. Dr.
LaPaz noticed a change in the reports and wanted to bring this to the attention of the military.
The change might have had impact but it seems the military was satisfied with Kaplan's evaluation even though Kaplan's opinion was conditional, as stated in ink at the bottom ofhis July 13 1h
letter to General Cabell: "My use of the term ' aurora' means that the radiation processes are
aurora in character and not necessarily that the cause is auroral." (See page 13)
Dr. LaPaz noticed that more recent green fireball reports described descending objects in near
vertical paths instead of horizontally, as had been previously reported. Moreover, reports appeared to be concentrated on weekends, especially on Sunday around 8:00p.m. More convinced than ever the phenomena was unexplained, LaPaz strongly urged the establishment of a
"systematic observing progriim.." It was too late. (For LaPaz's complete report, see my UFOs
A History 1949: July-December. pp.28-30 --L.E. Gross)

17 August "Recommend termination of special project activity." (See page 23)
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Mid? August. Near Circleville, Utah. (about 10:30? 11 :45? a.m.)
"Looking us over?''

r"

Ray Whittaker owned a dairy farm outside the city of Circleville, Utah. One morning in midAugust 1949, Ray, his 11-year-old son Larry, and a 50-year-old farm hand named John W.
'Grigsby, were stacking hay in a big meadow near Otter Creek Reservoir in Kingston Canyon, an
area where very few people lived. The sky was a clear blue that morning with no clouds. No
wind was blowing. Ray, Larry, and John would have a UFO experience that day.
Right before the sighting, Ray's wife and mother-in-law had just driven up, bringing lunch to
the work site. The two women were still in the car when young Larry heard an odd whining
sound. Larry looked in the direction of the noise. About a mile away, coming over a low ridge
in the south and flying "lower than aircraft," were three objects in a V-formation, one in the lead
with two behind. The things were solid bodies with distinct edges. No markings or openings
could be seen. No haze or glow was noticed. No exhaust or smoke was visible. The objects
were round and metallic in appearance, symmetrical, like two saucers face-to-face. Ray and
John also heard the sound, spotted the objects, and watched them as they drew near. Ray said
the objects were "so low they got a good look." The "saucers" maintained a level flight path and
passed by the three witnesses about 300 yard away north of the them, not directly overhead, and
at an altitude of about 40-50 feet. Ray wasn't sure about their size. He guessed the objects may
have been 50-100 feet in diameter and about 8-10 feet thick, with the thickest part in the middle.
The objects were moving fairly slow, in fact Ray received the impression the objects were "looking us over." After passing them by, the leading object ofthe three flipped at an angle (the left
side going down) and headed toward the northwest in a gentle turn. The two objects following
performed the same maneuver. The objects got smaller and smaller until fmally they went behind some mountains.
Ray, John, and Larry saw and heard the objects. The two women heard the strange sound but
missed observing the objects. No one notified the authorities at the time.
In 1967 Ray Whittaker learned ofDr. James McDonald's UFO investigations and contacted
the University of Arizona professor to tell his story. In 1967 Ray was the principal ofPiute
High School, Junction, Utah. (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Dr. James E. McDonald, University of Arizona, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, Tempe, Arizona. From: RayS. Whittaker. Principal, Piute High School,
Junction, Utah. 84740 Date: November 8, 1966. Dr. James McDonald files.
University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Division. Copy
In author's files.

19 August. "You can't d~ that."
Passing the Buck to the Geophysical Sciences Branch did not work as a reply to the Army.
A note written on August 191h states: "Answer must be wrapped up as an Air Force answer.
DCS/M is a part ofHq USAF and you cannot answer to Army with passing the responsibility
to another part ofHq USAF. Wrap up complete answer in conjunction with DCS/M. You
have the ball." (See page 25) (xx.)
(xx.)

"Special instructions- Remarks." 19 August 49. U.S. Air Force Intelligence UFO
files. Record Group 341. Director oflntelligence, HQ USAF. Decimal File 000.9.
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23 August. Answering the Director oflntelligence, GSUSA.

Intelligence Division, GSUSA, concurred with Fourth Army that technical personnel equipped
with scientific apparatus should be sent to the Camp Hood area. The reasons given are mentioned in an August 23rd letter. (See below in paragraph five)
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31 August. Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada. (3:00p.m.)
"At first they thought it might be pigeons."
According to Canadian Army records, a S/Sgt. (name officially deleted) ofthe NWT & Y,
Signal System, paid a visit to the GSO II (Int) Headquarters Western Command (Being unfamiliar with Canadian organizations, I cannot explain these terms -L.E. Gross) to report an
incident which his sister experienced on August 31st at the town of Swift Current in the province of Saskatchewan. In addition to a personal report made to her brother, a newspaper
account ofthe woman's sighting was submitted to Army Headquarters. The reported movement of the objects was odd. As stated in the press story: "At first they [the NCO ' s sister and
a lady friend] thought it might be pigeons. The strange objects were like flying saucers, a
string of them, gyrating, oscillating and weaving among each other as they sped across the
bright blue cloudless sky." (xx.) This odd movement is a characteristic of a "genuine" UFO
(xx.) Swift Current, Saskatchewan. Swift Current Sun. 31 August 49.
UFO report if the shifting is ultra quick and drastic enough, otherwise there is a possibility
the women were watching a string of balloons. The one part that run counter to a balloon idea
is that one object suddenly plunged to earth, an unlikely event if it was tethered to the rest.
Here is the NCO's statement:
11

My sister, Mrs. [deleted], a kindergarten teacher of Swift Current wrote me

early in September 1949 that she had seen flying saucers in the vicinity of Swift
Current. My sister is 33 years of age, very level headed and a reliable person.
"Upon receiving her letter I asked her to give me a detailed report giving
specific questions. In response to my request my sister wrote me, which reads in
essence.
"On the 31 August 1949 at 3:00 p.m. I was walking eastward on Chaplin
Street, when I observed four objects in the sky in a northeasterly direction from
Swift Current. These objects were flying in an easterly direction. I called the
attention of a truck driver [A passing Tripp Lumber Company vehicle] and the
occupants ofthe truck also saw the four objects flying in the sky. All during that
time I was accompanied by another woman who also observed the incident.
"I estimated that these objects were approximately ten miles away(?) and
and about 400 feet high(?) [The question marks are in the original. No doubt the
witness realized that such estimates by unqualified observers could be way off
the mark]. They were fl0ng in a haphazard fashion, weaving amongst themselves but generally maintaining same height and direction. I did NOT [Emphasis
in the original] estimate the speed but I was told later that the occupants in the
truck drove for three blocks and were still observing these flying saucers. This
should give some estimate of the duration of the incident. Just before the objects
disappeared over the horizon one of them seemed to fall to the ground. There was
no noise connected with the phenomenon, all objects seemed the same size and
of a silvery colour, their shape was round, and no smoke or fire was observed."
(xx.)

""
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(xx.)

Letter: To: Army Headquarters, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Attention: DMI (MI O&S)
Department ofNational Defense, Army. Subject: "FLYING SAUCERS." From:
C.R.R. Douthwaite, Major, G-2 Int , HQ Western Command, Kingsway A venue,
Edmontom, Alberta. Date: 27 September 1949. Copy in author's files.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Just as official interest in UFOs was suppose to be slowing to a "normal" intelligence activity,
it came to the attention of the Fourth Air Force, Hamilton Field, California, that an impressive
UFO observation had been made on May 24, 1949, at a site.two and one-half miles up from the
mouth ofthe Rogue River in Oregon. (See my UFO monograph UFOs A History: 1949 January
- June. pp.76-77). The UFO report was forwarded to the Fourth Air Force by the Security
Officer for The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics department at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, Moffett Field, California. Two ofthe UFO witnesses were employees ofthe
Ames laboratory. One was Don Heaphy who worked in the Supersonic Wind Tunnel and the
other was Gilbert Rivera who was attached to the Ames drafting section. The Security officer
felt it was advisable to sent the UFO report to the Air Force since both witnesses were "somewhat familiar with high-speed flight configurations" and thus were "undoubtedly competent."
The Air Intelligence Information Report filled out for this case happens to list the names of the
NACA at the time. One name stands out: "Dr. Edward U. Condon."
31 August. The NACA Langley Lab.
It is interesting to note an inquiry about UFOs from a NACA employee of the Committee's
east coast lab in Virginia. This is the letter:
"U.S. Air Force
Air Material Command
Intelligence Division
Wright-Patterson Field, Ohio

31 August 1949

Gentlemen:
I am interested in obtaining a copy of the recent report on the subject of
official investigations of the 'flying saucers,' which I understand has been
prepared and made available. This report has been widely reviewed and
quoted in magazines and newspapers of the country, and is said to show that
these flying saucers are not a joke.
"I am a member oft.be research missile engineering group at the Langley
Lab ofthe National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and I and other
group members are quite interested in the general subject. I have been following 'disk' stories for some time, and very much want the report prepared by
your offices which summarizes them.
"Therefore, if you can tell me how to obtain a copy of it, and want the
price is if any, I should very greatly appreciate it . . Thanking you in advance
for any assistance you might be able to give me, I remain
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Very truly yours,
John H. Hoffnagle, Jr. (xx.)
(xx.)

Record Group 341. Director oflntelligence. HQ USAF. Decimal File 000.9
1948/1949 (31 August 49) Copy in author's files.

1 September. "TENTATIVELY" accepted.
A carefully worded letter was fmally authorized and sent to the U.S. Army by the Air Force on
September 1' 1• Note that it is "less then -fum" about the nan~ral phenomena solution. In two
places in the second paragraph the word "tentative" is used.
The role of the Geophysical Science Branch is that of an advisor, and the "fmal conclusion and
subsequent disposition of the problem" was kept in limbo instead of being made the responsibility ofthe GSB.
Additional facilities requested by the 2"d Armored Division (See paragraph three) was denied
since an air research station in New Mexico was deemed adequate to study the mystery (which
does not make much sense since the light phenomena that was alarming the 2"d Armored was
in a highly localized area 500 miles east ofthe air research station!) (See page 31)

1 September. Two reports of investigations.
On the 1st of September, investigation reports of aerial phenomena seen in New Mexico, submitted by the 17th DO at Kirtland AFB, arrived at HQ USAF. The same day investigation reports from Camp Hood, submitted by HQ Strategic Air Command, also arrived at HQ USAF.
(See pages 32-33)
1 September. AMC and Directorate ofR&D officially informed ofKaplan's conclusion.
The data that arrived at HQ USAF on September 1st apparently was too late to have an impact.
Letters from HQ USAF to AMC (project GRUDGE) and the Directorate of Research and
Development stated that a natural phenomena solution was tentatively accepted. (See pages 3435) Would that put an end to it?
14 September. The Geophysical people take action.
Now that the "light phenomena" problem had been officially dropped into their lap, the Geophysical research people took action. The Air Material Command did not totally escape, since
the Geophysical research pe.ople asked for help from organizations under AMC contract. Moreover, it was suggested that that an observational program be established. Since the suggested
program is mentioned in the same letter to AMC, it is supposed the Geophysical people expected
assistance from project GRUDGE. Finally, the Geophysical people were interested in what was
being received through intelligence channels so a meeting was scheduled for the middle of
October to "continue discussions ofthe light phenomena." (Both Dr. Kaplan and Dr. LaPaz
were to attend the meeting and each man represented a different opinion about the problem.)
(See page 36)
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UNKNORN (Aerial fhanomena)

TO:

Chief of Staff
United States Air Force
~abington

25, D. C•

Director of Intelligence
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!

,
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1. Reference is made to previous report of investigation fran
this district regarding unidentified aerial
jects, the last of which
was dated 19 August 1949.
" .
2, ~ttached is one copy of Report of Investigations, this district,
dated JO August 1949, subject as above,
\
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J, This district will continue to forward reports of sightings of
this nature to your headquarters,
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Unidentified Aerial Sighting
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Director of Intelligence
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Headquarters USAF
Washington 25, D. C.

The inclosed reports of unidentified aerial sighting in the v icinity
of Camp Killeen, Texas are for information and disposition. Cop ies have
be e n furnished the Commanding General, Air Mat er ie l Command.
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1. Since the establishment of the special [)rojoct ,at Hq N.~c,
(Project GRUDGE), to investigate and anD.zyze reports on so-c.:~llc<l "F'lying
eaucers" and unidentified aerial phenomenaJ many reports have been
rocefvad throurJ' 1ntelliconco channels from persona who hhyo ousor•vdd
what they · considered to be Wlusual lieht phenomena, I~oreJn6'nt; :i.n this
11
eatocqry have been those which
d€locribed
greon fhoballs".

aro

'

i

as

2. Analysis by various specialists has indicated that many of tho
incidents involving light phenomena \"/ore undoubtedly obsol'vo.tiorw o.f
natural phenomena, Particular attention was given to the "~reen fil·c-·
ball'~ vnriety by Dr, Jolleph Kc:.plan 1 meri\ber of tho USAF SciePtific
Advisory Board, Dr, Kaplan has concluded that the "green flreball~" '
are natural ph"enomone.,
CorteS!)Ondence relative to Dr. Kaplnn Is conolusiono on tho
corresr.lonq~n<;e relative to a request from tho :>ccrmd
Armored Division, '::amp Hood, Te:Y..a.D 1 for .s cientific invootigat:i.on of
similar phenomena, are forwal"dod for your . informdion.
)•

phenomena .Md

. 4. The .Hr 1-'atcl'iel Command has llnrler ~'lntr~c+J sevr~l' Hl Ol'r,.:llli ...
zntions in the Bo::;ton area that are S;-Jccialisto in ob:J erv:lng tocl111iquca
a.nd the interp retation of celestial phenomena~ Jt i~ deoired that
these organj. z~tions .be consulted regardin3 the 11 1;recn fireh:.lllli
phenomena, If necessary, consideration should bo g:i. ven to t.ho e3tnb1isll-·
mont of an obllervational program dosigncd to obtain arJdltloral
inforrr.ation necesoary to an explanation of the phenomonn,

l ..
I I

r::

A meeting at Sandia "in the J:cw J~exico nren in sch :JCJulec:l fcq•
• I IJ
the middle of October to continue discussions of the li,::;ht phcnomen:1,
, 1 :' ~ 1
It is reques~.ted that rcpreoentati ve:> from IIi r Forc<J ltene 1-rcll J,rlhor;J.Cor.Lr:: . · 0: '.! l
,..._
t
,.1.' .J[J_:J:j o
Base Directo:r:nte fol' '-""ophysical Research at end,
11

6,

This Headquarters should be a~)prised of tho progro:-;s of tho
evaluation and the resltlts of the Sandia meetin6 as soon as posuibln.
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19 September. Discouraging news for the Fourth Army.
The Fourth Army found that Washington HQ (Intelligence Division, General Staff) did not
share the concern of its personnel at Camp Hood. It seems Army HQ agreed with Air Force HQ
that "aerial phenomena," "fire-balls," etc.," were the results of natural phenomena. Moreover,
the Intelligence Division was convinced such phenomena was "not the result of hostile action or
that it could cause any damage." The Army Intelligence Division (I.D.) had determined this
"long ago." "Long ago"must have referred to the first outbreak ofliglit phenomena in December
of 1948 in New Mexico. (See document below)
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UJJO YOP. P..ECOP.D: This appeared to be: the first sene s ol · uhex--;..rained aerial
?~enomena that were persistent enough for scientific study and eYaluatic~, t~s ~
I.L. 2nC: lr•d, 1'17..ich concurred"'dthFourthArnry for a scientific stu dy . Em< eve~,
the I.L:. has al~ays helc that thes ( "Aerial Phenomena ~ "Fire-balls", etc., were "-::'
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26 September. Lexington, Nebraska. (6:30-7:00 p.m.)
"Missing" USAF case. Found in J. Allen Hynek's file at CUFOS. This report reminds one
of the Circleville, Utah, case of mid-August.
Six men were threshing grain in an open field behind a farmhouse when they spotted the objects. Five other witnesses viewed the same objects from residence at Lexington about eight
miles from the farm. The terrain in the area is flat with the exception of a line ofhills with the
maximum height of 65 feet. The weather was good. The sky was clear except for some thin
scattered clouds in the east at 25,000 feet. Visibility was oyer 30 miles and the temperature at
a comfortable 74 degrees. The principle witnesses were the men working in the field. The
farmers names were: Lester Wolfe, Dean Wolfe, Derald Wolfe, Gus Hall, George Blevins, and
Gordon Blevins. All the farmers were from the town of Bertrand, Nebraska. The Air Force
interrogator who questioned the men felt they all were ofbetter than average integrity, at least
average intelligence, and of excellent character. The sighting was first reported in the September
30, 1949, issue of the Eustis, Nebraska, Eustis Weekly. A newspaper clipping was sent to Offutt
AFB, and an investigation was initiated by the 13 1h OSI District Office. The official report filed
by the OSI agent quotes only Dean Wolfe of all the farmers, no doubt because ofDean's special
training. The report reads:
"The men were threshing grain in an open field. [Dean] Wolfe first noted
objects coming from southwest and called his helpers' attention to the airplanes.
As objects came closer, it was noted that they were not of conventional airplane
design. Dean Wolfe, a recent graduate of a two year course of aeronautical dedesigning, stated he first thought objects were F-80 aircraft, but as objects
moved, realized that the objects had performance of an F -80 but did not have
the design. Dean Wolfe executed a free hand drawing ofwhat he believed the
object would look like, although he had a 45 degree view of the front, rather
than 90 degree view. Dean Wolfe said objects appeared to be drifting towards
them over a low line of hills, seemed to pick up speed, at which time two of
the objects left a trail of sparks. As objects approached them, the lead and No.
2 object criss-crossed positions, with No. 3 maintaining its position in the formation. At position opposite observers towards NW and at 80 degree angle
from earth, objects executed 90 degree turn away from earth and climbed straight
up, disappearing from view. A dazzling brightness was noted from objects and
was believed to be a reflection until it was realized that the sun was almost on the
horizon and the objects were going away from the sun. The great intensity of
light was noted around the center of the objects.
"Mr. and Mrs. Don .Ballheim, Lexington, Nebraska, and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Ballheim and their daughter, Janet Ballheim, Eustis, Nebraska, were at the Ballheim residence in Lexington. They were standing in the front yard and noticed
two objects southeast of Lexington. Objects appeared to be traveling very fast
at approximately one mile altitude. They could not sketch objects but indicated
they appeared to be bulkier than conventional aircraft.
"Objects maintained straight and level flight until they turned away from the
earth and went straight up, disappearing from view. While in level flight, two of
the objects appeared to leave a trail of sparks. None of the aforementioned Ball-

39
heim's are acquainted with the six people previously mentioned.
"Objects seemed to have a dazzling brilliance although sun was setting behind
and below objects." (xx.)
(xx.)

Report oflnvestigation. Unconventional Aircraft Sighted in Sky Near
Lexington, Nebraska. File No. 24-58. Date: 30 November 1949.
Report made by William R. Costing. Report made at DO #13, Offutt
AFB. Period 18 Oct; 15,16,17 Nov 1949. Office of Origin DO #13,
Offutt AFB. Report discovered in CUFOS archives by Jan Aldrich.
Copy in author's files . Dr. Hynek must have thought highly of this
case to keep it in his own files.

Other data obtained from a check sheet and not in the narrative, includes an estimated altitude
which is given as "unknown -estimated over one mile," and time in sight as an estimated "2-3
minutes." The color of the objects was "silver" and apparent construction was of"metal and
a luminous material." No sound was heard. No props or fins were seen. Objects' bodies sloped
to each side to give impression of a type of wing. Climbing straight up, the objects disappeared
from view in 30 to 40 seconds.
The witnesses were questioned closely about the "fiery trail." The OSI agent put down these
remarks: "Two ofthree objects left trail of apparently fiery sparks while in level flight. Trail
disappeared when objects started climbing. No apparent trail immediately behind ships. About
1 length behind ships, sparks became apparent; at 2 lengths trail widened to twice width of
object; at 10 lengths, disappeared." Also: "No opening noticed but trail of sparks left impression
of opening in rear of object."
Local flight schedules for commercial, private and military aircraft were consulted. No aircraft
were known to be in the area at the time. A check was made to see if there had been any releases
oftest devices in vicinity sent aloft by Ordnance, Navy, Air Force, Army, Weather Service, Research organizations, or any other groups. It was determined there was no evidence of such
activity. (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

Drawing of one ofthe objects by Dean Wolfe shown below. Map of area on page 40.
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9 October. The O'Neill "Space object" observation. Full details. (See clipping on page 42)
12 October. Scully's Scrapbook. (See clipping on page 43)
14 October. Joint Meeting, Aerial Phenomena.

Under attack, Dr. Kaplan backs off.
Dr. Kaplan' s natural phenomena theory was sailing along unhindered, the idea not being subjected to scientific review. It was still an acceptable solution to the High Command in Washington, even though, as Kaplan himself confessed, the phenomena being reported appeared
"aurora-like" and was not necessarily aurora in actuality. The colors displayed and transitory
manifestations of the phenomena were two bits of data that indicated aurora lights but they were
circumstantial evidence. By October 141h Kaplan's theory and his recommendations to the Air
Force had become known. When the October 141h meeting was convened, Kaplan came under
fire. The subject to be discussed was the question oftwo premises: "Was the phenomena being
observed of a natural source or man made." Sidney Newburger, ABC, Los Alamos, tells us:
"Kaplan's arguments were not accepted by the people involved in view
of the fact that it is only in this particular locality, i.e., the Southwest, that these
observations have been made, whereas normally observations of the aurora are
made much farther north. Furthermore, the almost horizontal path of the observations weakened Kaplan' s theory. In view of the fact that this could not be
explained to be of natural sources, it was the consensus ofthose present and
qualified to make such observations that until more definite proof of natural
sources could be set forth, it would be necessary to continue investigations."
In face of such opposition, Kaplan capi~ulated to his critics and said he would recommend to
the Air Force that: " ... that a project be set up at the earliest date in order to make photographic,
sound, and mathematical observations on a continuing basis." (xx.)
(xx.)

Office Memorandum, United States Government. To: Carroll L. Tyler (THRU:
W. J. McElwreath, Acting Director of Secrurity). From: Sidney Newburger, Jr.,
Chief, Security Operations Branch, AEC, Los Alamos, New Mexico . Subject:
Joint Meeting, Aerial Phenomena, October 14, 1949. Date: 25 October 1949.
Copy in author' s files .

George Adamski and the U.S. Navy.
George Adamski was a crackpot but his supporters were stubborn. Dr. James McDonald encountered the problem of the Californian when he was checking into reports of unusual radiation
counts concurrent with observations ofunusual airborne objects in the vicinity ofMt. Palomar in
October 1949 (See my UFOs: A History 1949: July- December pp. 50-52) . Dr. McDonald
found Adamski's claims patently absurd and contrived. One point McDonald was keen on
disproving was Adamski's alleged "connection" with the U.S. Navy. To support Adamski's
credibility, one of the man's followers suggested that McDonald contact the Navy men involved,
G.L. Bloom and J.P. Maxfield. McDonald di~ just that.
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According to Adamski the two gentlemen from the Navy Electronics Lab asked him: " ... to
assist them in photographing the saucers they had all seen." Investigation this incident in 1969,
McDonald contacted the Navy men involved. This is what he learned:
"As they recalled it, they stopped at Adamski's lunch place near the foot of
the mountain. Evidently the subject of flying saucers was discussed across the
lunch counter, and Maxfield thinks that there was probably some allusion to
photographing flying saucers. He cannot recall the details precisely, but suggested to me that he may have said something to Adamski as they left the place,
something to the effect that if he should get any photographs they would be interested in having a look at them, or something like that. That surely emphasizes
that they never made any requests, as NEL scientists, that Adamski take photographs for them on any 'cooperative' basis." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: William Sherwood. From: Dr. James McDonald. 6 February 69.
p. 2. Dr. James McDonald papers. University of Arizona Library, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Division.

Bloom was not amused with the results of his brief encounter with Adamski. McDonald
learned that Gene Bloom had:" ... received so many crank letters from Adamski followers over
thv years that he had long since adopted a policy of not answering a single one ofthem. To be
sure that he doesn't depart from that reasonable policy, he did not even want to initiate a call to
me to discuss the matter. He said he would be quite happy ifl initiated a call and spoke to him
at NEL but he didn't want to be in the position of treating my query any differently from that of
anybody else." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid. p.3.

George Adamski and the "New Age."
By himself, George Adamski was not an impressive individual, but he was a part of the mix of
two powerful forces at work. One force was the UFO mystery. The other force 'w as the social/
philosophical phenomena of the "New Age." Trying to define "New Age" is a difficult task and
the one attempt that is impressive is Randall Baers', a former leader in the New Age movement,
who has written a book called Inside the New Age Nightmare, a volume that explains how men
like Adamski can generate a following composed of fanatics. Even in contemporary times, there
are swarms ofNew Agers at every UFO convention, annoying data-driven attendees. Baer

writes:
"The New Age is an extremely difficult movement to define with anything
other than generalized statements. There are no centralized organizations controlling all doctrines, activities, or agendas. No single committee, council or organization dictates the doctrines or agenda, or controls all activities. The landmark manifesto, The Aquarian Conspiracy, terms it 'a leaderless but powerful
network.' This characteristic has allowed room fQr an immense variety of
philosophies and phenomena to flourish via all manner of diverse individuals
and organizations.
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"Furthermore the New Age has so many faces and directions to its overall
agenda that it has infiltrated into every facet of American society in both obvious
and very subtle, deeply underlying ways. From religion, business, and politics
to music, education, and science the New Age has wormed its way in the very
cornerstones of Western civilization --- more so than many people realize. New
Age thought encompasses all aspects ofhuman experience. It is an attempt to
revolutionize·every aspect of life on the personal, interpersonal, societal, and
global scale." (xx.)
(xx.)

Baer, Randall. Inside the New Age Nightmare. H_untington House, Inc.:
Lafayette, La., 1989. pp.85-87.

Moreover:
"There's a basic credo that says 'create your own reality according to what feels
right for you.' For example, whether a person chooses to be homosexual, bisexual,
monogamous, polygamous or whatever is OK as long as 'It's right for me' or 'It's
done with love and no one's hurt.' It is all relativistic." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.88.

"Consciousness Renaissance."
Furthermore, according to Baer:
"There are two overlapping but different major schools ofNew Age thought:
the first viewpoint ofNew Age thought is ' Consciousness Renaissance. '
" ' Consciousness Renaissance see~ humankind currently experiencing the beginning of a new spiritual and socio-political awakening, a modem-day superRenaissance destined to lead man into a new era of enlightened spiritual humanism.
Spurning the thought of man needing divine intervention to assist in the creation of
'unlimited human god-potential' as the means by which 'Heaven on earth' will become manifest. In essence, as man achieves higher states of ' god-consciousness'
though New Age practices, Heaven will dawn on Earth only through the dawning
of man's enlightened 'higher consciousness."' (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.89.

"Quantum Leap of Consciousness."
Baer explains the second school ofthought:
"The second major branch ofNew Age thought can be termed 'Quantum Leap
of Consciousness.' This says we are on the brink of a new age, a whole new world.
In the twinkling of an eye, mankind's awareness, our collective consciousness, is
going to make an instantaneous quantum leap into the heavens. Everything will
change in a flash of divine Light. Get read~. Your heavenly heritage awaits.
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Come on in; the water's fme. He who hesitates is lost. He who chooses life is
found.
"When sufficient momentum is generated by enough people having developed
'higher consciousness,' then the entire world will be ready to make a collective
quantum leap into a higher dimension of the heavenly realm. Earth and humanity
will literally leap in a flash of light into the heavens above. This Quantum Leap of
Consciousness model is directly tied to some form of divine intervention. Furthermore, this school of thought maintains that some other 'World Teacher' or ' Council
of Ascended Masters' will have divine authority in the New Age, not Christ.
"Another variation of this skewed theme is that it is ~ot the personal and visible
Jesus who returns, but rather 'Christ consciousness' that descends into the minds of
all earthly inhabitants. Some New Age fundamentalists do predict that a literal
apocalypse is imminent and that it will be brought about by mystical, extraterrestrial,
or cosmic forces.
"Many of the Consciousness Renaissance camp tend to focus on integrating increasingly socially acceptable New Age values into personal and societal life. This
is the side ofthe New Age that has made especially strong inroads into areas such as
the corporate business world, psychology, entertainment media, education, health
care, and science. In tenns of value-system and practical-level infiltration into mainstream American culture, this aspect of the New Age has proven the more successful
of the two school ofthought due to its subtler humanistic approach.
"The Quantum Leap of Consciousness viewpoint is much more predisposed to
the metaphysical-occult end of the spectrum. In particular, the predominant themes
lie much towards mediumship, spiritism, witchcraft, psychic powers, and sorceries in
myriad shapes and forms. One ofthe primary dangers from this branch of the New
Age is its major contribution to the historically unprecedented unleashing of demonic
forces into the world today ... " (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.91.

Finally, Baer mentions other ''New Age" activity:
"Channeling, crystal power, contacting your "Higher Self,' going to geographical
' vortexes' (occult ' power spots'), goddess worship, world peace meditations, psychic
readings, self-empowerment seminars, occult-based success and prosperity seminars,
interpersonal development and sex workshops, and telepathically contacting UFOs ... "
(xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.94.

October. Norwood, Ohio.
Letter to Dr. James McDonald from Len Stringfield:
"The UFO, in the Norwood Searchlight Incid~nt, had involved many reliable
witnesses. Oddly, most names in Sgt. Berger's log, or used in my report, are now
[1968] dead, including Father Gregory Mille.r. Father Miller, at one time, possessed
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numerous photos of the object, plus a movie, which I had occasion to see with photo
experts, at Radio-TV Station WCPO. I borrowed one photo which reproduced poorly
in my book [Inside Saucer Post 3-0 Blue], but I am certain the photos (taken by police
Sgt. Davidson) show a real object, even though it may appear as the moon, or a balloon.
Although there are no photos to support it, on one occasion when the large object was in
view, two groups of small objects were observed leaving the 'parent' object.
"I have always been bothered by the analysis of the object's estimated size. I wonder ifthe 10,000 foot diameter figure was given out by Dr. Wells to certain associates
on a whim much like that which prompted Dr. Hynek's 'swamp gas' explanation. Talking nonsense, gets people off your back. Incidentally, the. 10,000 foot figure was
given to me by a confidante ofDr. Wells, which prior to my book had not been published. Dr. Wells is one of very few people I never interviewed on this case. He was always
unavailable, and told my confidante that he would deny making any such statements if
his information were made public. Dr. Wells and Dr. Herget also said some things in
confidence to Father Miller, which in turn was entrusted to me. I am still not at liberty
to disclose this information, but it does support existence of something mighty big over
Norwood.
"After many years, I remain convinced that the Norwood Incident, based on Sgt.
Berger's log, Father Miller's entrusted testimony, the photos and movies, etc., etc., is
one of the best early reports on record." (xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Dr. James E. McDonald. From: Len Stringfield, 4410 Grove Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 45227. 30 October 68. Photocopy in author's files.

28 October. Norwood, Ohio.
Letter to General Vandenberg from an unidentified person. (See page 48) Letter found in
military Intelligence files: "Record Group 341, Director oflntelligence, HQ USAF. Decimal
File 000.9 1948-1949."
3 November. Dr. Kaplan meets with the Scientific Advisory Board to the Chief of Staff,
United States Air Force.
Pentagon conference on November 3, 1949. Chairman: Dr. Theodore von Karman.
Those in attendance:
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Deputy Chairman.
..
Dr. Allen V. Astin.
Dr. Walter Bartky.
Dr. William Bollay.
Mr. Allen F. Donovan.
Dr. Charles S. Draper.
Dr. Ross Gunn.
Dr. Nicholas J. Hoff
Dr. Andrew Kalitinsky.
Mr. Robert H. Kent.

Maj. General D.L. Putt, Military Director
Dr. Edward J. Baldes
Mr. Don R. Berlin
Dr. Norris E. Bradbury
Dr. James H. Doolittle
Dr. Ralph E. Gibson
Dr. William R. Hawthorne
Dr.. Henry G. Houghton
Prof. Joseph Kaplan
Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace, II
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CincinnAti 10, Chio
Phone,-.
Oct 28, 1949
General Vandenberg
Arm:y Air Corpa

Dear Sir:

.,

We have bun uaing- on• ot your arm.r surplua aearohllghta
here for advertising purposes. !t different t~a rocontly we have
picked up an object at altitudea over JO,CXXl !eet which we speak o!
as a !lying aa.ucer - it 1a not· a !lying aa.ucer or &nything like it according to the popular conception.
I have been trying to obta.i.o an interview dth WrightPatterson o!!ici&la but they are not int~eated ~ which leada me to
believe you are. aware o! ita identity, ... .., .
Ctl Sunday Oc~ 23 cert&io objecta appeared close t.o~ thio
•
large dioc under circumatancea which I consider a~rming ~. a~rioua.

I han been voq caro!ul to keep a record o! all weather
conditiona &!Xi h&n ~~&de ak;etohea oo the spot in order to keep all
detaila fresh in mind.
I! by uq chance the lli C~rP• does not have knowledge o! the
character o! thia object you liJJJ.1 be sure aOlneone haa quite a jump ~on ua
in the development o! ai.rcra.!t. 1 &ir cr&!t baaing &nd launching or ~aai- ~.
bl.y radar ext.eoa ion.
~· ..,. • ·. ~

..-.
.

I would appreciate an interview with a roaponaible o!!icer
with advacced scientific ba&kground and a knowledge of recent aircra!t
develot¥~~ent.

There hue been local ~ra o! FBI, one or two antiquated
colonels acd &mateur acientiata bluateri.Jlg a.round con!U4ing the isaue
and o!!erin& r:j.diculw.a aol.utioo.a, but this is too aerioua in sq mind
to otop. your invutigatioc oc aucb advice.
Please &4knowfed&e,
Please forgive thiA heoocratching letter. Wy
secretary has gone !or
the day.

Reapect!ul.ly 1

/s/ _ __ .
Proa.
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"Space platform" illuminated by a eight million candlepower searchlight operated by Sgt.
Donald Berger.

Photo courtesy of the Cincinnati Post.
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Prof. John R. Markham
Dr. James B. Macelwane, S.J.
Dr. George A. Morton
Dr. Carl F. J. Overhage
Dr. Richard W. Porter
Dr. Norman F. Ramsey
Dr. Louis N. Ridenour
Dr. Howard P. Robertson
Mr. L. Eugene Root
Dean Ralph A. Sawyer
Dr. William R. Sears
Prof. C. Richard Soderberg
Dr. Hans Speier
Dr. H. Guyford Stever

Dr. Homer J. Stewart
Dr. William J. Sweeney
Dr. Louis T.E. Thompson
Dr. George E. Valley, Jr.
Dr. Shields Warren
Prof. Raymond J. Woodrow
Dr. Lloyd A. Young
Colonel R.R. Barden
Colonel Frank R. Cook
Colonel Benjamin G. Holzman
Major Carl Arnold
Major T.F. Walkowicz, Secretary

Page 55 of secretary Major Walkowicz'notes:
"It is the hope of the Panel that this development of the security attachment for the
IFF be very vigorously pressed and the highest priority, in the hopes of meeting that
date, with a system which, in the technical opinion of the Committee, is adequate for
the preliminary needs of the Air Force. This will not be the fmal answer aimed at improved cryptographic security for IFF, which very definitely should be carried on.
"But up until this time no one has yet taken the step of saying, 'We must have this
and fast.' And the deadline being so close, I January 1952, we should like to see all
possible effort put into implementing this recommendation.
"DR. VON KARMAN: Thank you very much, Dr. Ridenour. Are there any
questions or remarks concerning this subject? Well then, we will proceed to the next
point. The next point is a special repo~ by Professor Joseph Kaplan. I hope it is full
of surprise, and tension.
"PROF. KAPLAN: I think it is full of surprise, but I hope that it isn't full oftensian. I hesitate, in fact, to take too much ofthe time of the Board, after the very important briefmg of yesterday, and the Ridenour report, to call your attention to this
problem in which I have been involved for the last year and one-half or so.
"I might go to the heart ofthe problem immediately. It all has to do with a series
of incidents that I first heard of in February 1948-incidents that are laid essentially, or
reportedly almost entirely, in the West Texas or New Mexico area.
"For this reason, and because ofthe sensitivity ofthat area-the presence there of
much of our atomic energy activities at the Air Base, etc.,-the material has been chassified SECRET. I think it is the only reason that perhaps it should be classified SECRET. It has to do with the observation of some 46 incidents which have been picked
out as real-the observation of what we are referring to as 'green fireballs.'
"I should apologize to Dr. Valley, who I think is the Committee's expert in the
field of flying discs and things of that sort, but I got into this entirely accidentally and
sometimes I have been very sorry that I ever did.
"A brief history ofthe affair is this: I was at the University ofNew Mexico to give
their annual Sigma Psi lecture when Professor Lincoln LaPaz, Director, Institute of
Meteoritics, University ofNew Mexico, told me about these observations. Like every-
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one else, he hears about flying discs and things ofthat sort. I was skeptical, and, as I
mentioned, sorry that I ever showed up at the University ofNew Mexico at that time.
But after talking to the people involved, I realized there was a real problem there.
"I called Dr. von Karman's attention to it. He, in tum, called General Cabell's
attention to the problem, the Director oflntelligence, and he requested I continue
looking into the problem.
"As far as the Board is concerned, and the Office of Air Intelligence, our part of
this problem has been completed in that the situation is now under control. At least
proposed studies ofthese things have been delegated to the Geophysical Research
Directorate, a group that studies upper atmospheric and other atmospheric phenomena.
They are taking steps to really make some scientific studies ofthese things.
"I think I should acknowledge help from a great many people. Much of this has
been done voluntarily. Dr. Bradbury has been extremely kind in participating in this
and making available many ofhis people, such as Dr. Gamow, Dr. Teller, Dr. Reines,
and others have been concerned with this and are as puzzled as I am.
"I might mention the way we got it into the hands of the Geophysical Directorate.
I think essentially I fmally stuck my neck out and proposed an explanation for these
so-called 'green flreballs'-an explanation which sounded reasonable enough to pass
it on to the Geophysical people.
"Dr. LaPaz has been working on this informally; he has had no research contract
or appointment involved in this.
"The possibilities of rumor and panic that might develop in that area if loose talk
about these green fireballs develops, I think, are great. I think it is to the credit of Dr.
LaPaz and Colonel Reese ofthe Office of Security Investigation at Kirtland, who has
been doing a lot of this work on his own time, that the security has been beautifully
kept. As far as I know, there are absolutely no incidents or too much talk about this
entire affair [?].
"Now, the first question that I can ~swer is: is this a real phenomena, these green
fireballs?
"I shall describe some oftheir characteristics shortly, but I would like to answer
that first question first. That is: I think it is generally agreed by competent observers
that it is real. I might mention some of the people who have seen some of these things
themselves: Dr. LaPaz, who is one ofthe best meteoriticists in the country, who is able
to take, let us say, several hundred reports and observations of fireballs and put them
together and then actually find the fallen meteorite-he did this when he found the
Norton County stone some year or so ago, the [biggest?] stone meteor ever recovered
-is one ofthe people who has seen this. His competence in the field, I think, is unquestioned. Although I might say for the record, he still does not believe that this is a
real phenomena (laughter.J. His feeling, I think, is that this is man-made; and from
yesterday's meeting, you can guess as to what nationality the men are who are supposed to have created these phenomena. He has observed it; he has seen these personally.
"The general character of other people who have seen these has been high. I mean
their ability to observe these fireballs has been much higher than the average group
which has.
"Others who have observed them, people on the professional level, are: a professor
of geology at the University ofNew Mexico.accustomed to field work; a professor of
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civil engineering, who is quite experienced in the field of meteoritics; someone who
has been interviewed, as far as I know, that Professor Deams of the University of
Virginia told me last night-! saw him at the hotel-that one of the group leaders
at Los Alamos, perhaps he should be interviewed, an able observer, has seen these
phenomena; and I have here a report from a no less competent observer than Dr.
Donald Menzel, who has seen some aerial phenomena and has described them completely and is somewhat puzzled about the whole affair. So I think the reality of
these things is certainly [not?] out of question.
"Some of the .reactions to my proposed explanation may be in order, but I will
give those to you later. I have a letter here from Dr. Mem;el, who was asked by
Colonel Dame[? Eain? Not clear], the Commanding Officer ofHolloman Air Force
Base, to read all ofthe information including my proposed explanation that I passed
on to the Board, through the Secretariat to General Cabell, that took the problem
out of our hands and landed it, first, into Research and Development in here and
then to the Geophysical Research Directorate.
"Colonel Rees has prepared two reports, one dated 19 April1949, and the other
dated 12 October 1949, each ofwhich cover about 23 incidents. I might mention
that I detect in these reports a very slight secular trend that indicates that, if you wait
long enough, these will tum out to be fireballs.
"I also have a report of a fireball observation and its resultant analysis, for anyone who is interested, in which that particular fireball is not entirely different from
some of these that have been observed.
"The summary ofthe observations up to around the middle of April 1949, the
common characteristics of the incidents are essentially these-and this also applies
to Menzel's observation:
" 'a. Green color, sometimes described as greenish-white, bright
green, yellow-green, or blue green.'
"The second, which is quite surprising:
" 'b. Horizontal path, sometimes with minor variations.'
"The third is:
" 'c. Speed less than that of a meteor, but more than any known
type of aircraft.'
"The fourth here, ano the one which definitely different than
observations made on practically all frreballs that have ever
been reported is:
" 'd. No sound associated with observations.'
"The next one is:
" 'e. No persistent trail or dust cloud.'
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"The fmal one is:
" ' ( Period of visibility from one to five seconds.'
"I think it would be interesting at this point to quote from the report that Dr. LaPaz
made-the one that I first saw-and to indicate his conclusions about this particular incident:
"'December 14 [date of report?]
" ' Among the numerous observations so far made, there is only one pair of corresponding observations, i.e., those made simultaneously by different groups of observers at widely separated stations. The only such observations are those obtained on
the night of December 12 by one group of observers near Starvation Peak (Bernal,
New Mexico). The time was dated December 12, 1948, 9 hours, two minutes, plus
or minus 30 seconds and a second pair of observers stationed within the Los Alamos
reservation. By graphic reduction of the simultaneously made observations, the following facts have been determined: the green fireball of December 12, 9h 2m plus or
minus 30s appeared very near a point with the coordinates latitude 35 degrees 50
minutes, longitude 106 degrees 40 minutes and disappeared near a point with the coordinates latitude 35 degrees 45 minutes, longitude 107 degrees some minutes, traversing a nearly or exactly horizontal path with a length of very nearly 25 miles at an
altitude above the surface of the earth of approximately 8 to 10 miles, depending on
the estimate of angular altitude employed in the reduction; the velocity with respect
to the earth works out at between 8 and 12 miles a second, depending on the duration
estimate used. It should be observed that the above results are obtained under the
assumption that the points of appearance and disappearance of the fireball were seen
simultaneously by both the Bernal and Los Alamos groups. In case this assumption
is not fulfilled, the real path could very easily be no more than 10 to 12 miles long, the
velocity with respect to the earth then working out at between 3 and six miles a second.
while there is thus considerable uncertainty because of the lack of confrrming azimuth
observations from a third station, concordance in the 5 different estimates of angular
elevation make it most unlikely that the linear height of the fireball was much less than
8 miles and much more than 10 miles. It is interesting to observe that the extension of
the 25-mile path frrst given passes almost centrally across the Los Alamos reservation. '
"It points out here the significant differences between the fireballs observed in the

interval December 5-13 and typical meteors.
"'The horizontal nature ofthe paths of most ofthe December fireballs is most unusual. Genuine meteors are rarely observed to move in horizontal paths.'
"I might say that in the next report, dated August 17, 1949, he states:
" 'Many ofthe green frreballs now appearing descend on nearly vertical paths,
whereas, in earlier months almost all ofthe green frreballs observed moved almost
horizontally.'
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"There is a rather amusing statement after that:
"'There appears to be a concentration ofNew Mexico incidents near weekends,
especially on Sunday and near the hour of8:00 (in the interval from 7:30p.m. to 8:30
p.m.).'

"DR. BRADBURY: This should not be discredited because it is the post-cocktail
hour. (laughter)
"(Extract from report submitted by Dr. LaPaz on 20 Dec. 1948)
"(Professor Kaplan continues reading)
"'Again the very low height of the December fireball discussed in section 2 above
sets it off in sharp contrast from the genuine meteors for which heights of the order of
40 or more miles are normally observed.'
" 'The velocity determined for the fireball ofDecember 12 is much less than the
velocities determined from typical meteors (and yet is considerably greater than the
speeds of the V-2 Rockets or jet planes or of conventional flares).'
"'In the case of meteorites that penetrate to as low levels as that determined for
the fireball of December 12, the observed luminous phenomena are always accompanied by very violent noises. No noises whatever have been observed in connection with
the various December fireballs so far investigated.'
"' In most of these cases, observers were near enough that they should have heard
the noises.'
" 'Genuine meteors normally show remarkable variations in brightness beginning
as fine thin hair lines, which are scarcely visible to the observer and then brightening
up to flash out near the end of their paths. In the case of the December fireballs most
of the observers have reported that the green balls appeared almost instantly at their
full brightness.'
"Here I might just quote from the report of the Canadians of April 3, 1949, which
has been pretty completely analyzed, where it states:
" 'That the fireball seems to have appeared almost instantaneously with nearly its
maximum brightness. Relatively few of the observers are sure that they saw it from
beginning, but those who did so describe it as suddenly appearing rather than appearing
first as an ordinary shooting star. The speed was distinctly slow. Nearly all observers
who estimated the time of the flight placed it between 3 and 5 seconds. The words
which were most commonly used to describe the color were: greenish-blue, greenishwhite, bluish-white at the beginning ofthe path and orange at the end of the path.'
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"One of the most sensational incidents in the New Mexico area is one which lasted
much longer than this and which was green at the beginning of the path and orange at
the end ofthe path.
"Another difference:
" 'The three groups of anomalous greenish luminous phenomena shows a curious
association with well known meteor showers, although none ofthese meteor showers
normally produce extremely bright green fireballs, such as those recently observed.'
"Of course, since they have been observed fairly often for around two years now,
this is not a very important point.
" 'As noted in an earlier communication, the remarkably green vivid color reported for most of the December frreballs is rarely observed in the case of genuine meteors.'
"By laboratory tests described it as artificial to color, wave length around 5,218
Angstrom Units. And after one ofthese incidents, Dr. Crozier, who is an expert in atmospheric particles, actually tried to collect some material and observe some copper;
but those results are not very trustworthy.
" 'The duration estimates of between 2 and 3 seconds reported for the green frreballs are considerably longer than those (0.4- 0.5 seconds) for the ordinary visual
meteors, but shorter than the duration estimates invariably reported in the case of a
genuine meteorite fall (5 to 30 seconds or even longer).'
"You will notice in this one of Canada the times were just about the same as those
reported for New Mexico and West Te~as frreballs.
"'For none ofthe green fireballs has a train of sparks or a dust cloud been reported. This contrasts sharply with the behavior noted in case of meteoric fireballsparticularly those that penetrate to the very low levels where the green frreball of
December 12 was observed.
"'On the basis ofthe various differences to which attention is called' ... it is concluded .. .' [gaps in the original] 'that the fireball of December 12 was defmitely nonmeteoric and that in all probability the same is true of most, if not all, the other bright
green frreballs, which the OSI had had under investigation.'
"Since time runs sho...rt, I would like to just quote from one more observation of
LaPaz's---one of January 30, which was observed by a great many people, and the
pertinent quote here that its horizontal path was 143 miles long at a velocity of from
seven to fourteen miles per second. It is among the brightest observed in the last
quarter-century. Again, no detonations were observed. In this case, differences of
color were reported. Some observers in Texas-this was seen over a large territoryreported its color as blue, orange, red and even purple instead of green.
"In conclusion I don't think I'll bother to read Menzel's report. Anyone who
wishes to see it can read it; it is dated 16 May 1949. He concludes that the whole
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phenomena is puzzling. He saw the greenish tinge. His comments on my proposal
and on the reports that he read were this:
"'Circumstances force me to conclude that the phenomena described are actually real. With regard to Dr. Kaplan's explanation, which deserves very serious consideration, I merely raise the question as to why the phenomenon seems confined to the
Alamogordo region. Or, perhaps, you may have further reports.'
"He feels that further consideration should be given.

"I think the most puzzling aspects of the entire phenomena, the description of this
January 30 phenomena, which is reported by Dr. LaPaz as having been the most sensational fireball recorded in 25 years, again, indicates the magnitude of this apparition.
I think the absence of sound is really a puzzling thing. I personally am not too concerned about the horizontal path. The consistent green color perhaps is another puzzling
thing. The absence of persistent trails or dust clouds, many attempts have been made to
fmd the end path of the meteorite and pick up meteoritic materials. None of those have
succeeded. So there are still many puzzling things associated with this.
"A number ofus, including Dr. Teller at Los Alamos now, myself, and others have
attempted to come up with ideas about the origin and nature of this thing. I have discussed it with one or two people. The general impression-it seems to be Dr. Teller's
and Dr. Holt's, who used to be at the University ofNew Mexico and is an experienced
observer in the field of atmospheric phenomena-is this: perhaps the frequency ofthese
reports is based on the extra-ordinary fme visibility in that region and on the fact that a
greater number of people than ever before are looking at the skies in that area. Dr. Teller seems to agree that, at least, is a start in explaining these things.
"Two things are needed. Of course, no one has obtained a spectrum of the phenomenon. One reporter was one ofthe professors ofNew Mexico who said he saw one of
these objects for approximately five minutes just shortly after sunset, went into to telephone to Dr. LaPaz, came out and it was still there, but no pictures were obtained. The
plan now is to set up 180 degree cameras with filters to find out what the wave length is,
whether the radiation is multidynamic or not, what the wave length of the radiation is,
and at least get a picture of these objects.
"I think unless there are questions, or anyone is curious as to my proposed explanation, I would rather not discuss it now. I am perfectly willing to talk about it, an(j Jhis
carries us at least part of the way.
"I feel that it is perhaps a kind of meteor that has been observed, or a new atmospheric phenomena, but there are difficulties associated with it. At least, I am convinced
that it is real and will be shortly in good hands. As far as our participation is concerned
officially, we have answered General Cabell's questions by saying that it is a real phenomena and should be photographed.
"Dr. Bradbury is familiar with this as well as I am and perhaps would make a comment or two.
"DR. VON KARMAN: Thank you very much,. Professor Kaplan. Who continues
this work?
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"PROF. KAPLAN: The continuation of this work? My report was sent to General
Cabell through Colonel Holzman. He, in turn, sent it to the Geophysical Directorate at
the Cambridge Research Laboratory, and they are now setting up the necessary observational program to obtain pictures and spectra. Dr. Bradbury has agreed to cooperate
with that program.
"DR. VON KARMAN: Thank you very much. Dr. Bradbury, do you wish to say
something?
"DR. BRADBURY: I have only one comment that I would like to add to what Dr.
Kaplan has just said. The absence of sound is puzzling, but it is in a sense comforting;
in that, if at these speeds and these altitudes, there is no sound, the mass ofthe object, if
it is a material object, must be quite small. I think it can be said, undoubtedly, it is a
real phenomenon. Whether or not it is a new phenomenon, and whether or not the confirmation [concentration?] in New Mexico is something which has simply arisen out of
the large number of-well, to be quite frank-security guards see these things at night
because it is their business to be out at night on guard duty, sentry duty, etc., and the
number of these people has increased greatly in New Mexico in the last couple of years.
This, I think, is the most likely explanation for the increased observation of frequency of
these things at this time.
"DR. GUNN: Mr. Chairman, I would hate to upset any claim of Arizona, Texas, or
anything like this, but I have never heard ofthese things before Dr. Kaplan brought it up.
It is all new to me. But I saw what I thought was a green meteorite over Cumberland,
Maryland, on August 20, I think it was, about 11 :00 o'clock. I thought it was a Very
pistol. I checked with my pilot, and we were about 8,000 feet. He saw it, too . It reads
along directly with this description as has been given here. All that I can say is that it is
a long ways from Texas.
"DR. BRADBURY: We are very pleased (laughter).
"DR. GUNN: The pilot saw it. He could be reached ifthere is any interest in it. I
was interested enough to make a note of it in my notebook, but I thought it was a meteorite. It looked to me like a typical meteorite, more or less. It was green; that was the outstanding characteristic. It was green, and I looked it up in the Encyclopedia to see what
it said about green meteorites. I couldn't find any reference to it, but it struck me as inresting. I can give you the exact details.
"PROF. KAPLAN: This Canadian green fireball is one of the first ones of its kind.
I think Dr. Bradbury is probably on the right track-that the object is small. It is unusual to observe small objects of that kind. Small meteorites that usually come in
showers are very small objects.
"DR. BRADBURY: This becomes quite puzzling, because the reverse ofthese
things we have talked about the radiation energy business before-radiation. This becomes puzzling in another way. So much light is given off.
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"PROF. KAPLAN: If you use my hypothesis, the only green radiation that I
know of that one can get from the air is my favorite spectrum line, the green aurora.
"DR. VON KARMAN: The horizontal path.
"PROF. KAPLAN: That is also quite unusual. Most of the meteorites come in at
random. The nonshire meteorites come in at random. Others come in directly from a
radiant. But we calculated at the last conference at Los Alamos that if my proposal is
correct, that this is radiation due to the air itself excited by the meteorite, then the efficiency of the source would really be quite remarkable. It would be a very high source
for interfer-metric work, Dr. Dryden.
"DR. BRADBURY: I think there is one other thing to note in this-apparently, the
frequency of observation as well as the target accuracy is apparently not increasing with
time.
"DR. THOMPSON: Professor Kaplan, how reliable are the altitude observations?
That is, could these be occurring at much higher altitudes than the source?
"PROF. KAPLAN: I think the altitude observations are nearly as reliable as altitude
observations are for other reported meteoritic incidents.
"DR. THOMPSON: The absence of sound and perhaps some other phenomena is
related to altitude.
"PROF. KAPLAN: I think it is the same as observations on the fireball that has
been so nicely analyzed in Canada, perhaps even better, because ofthe high selectivity
of the personnel. Out of perhaps 100 reports on this fireball they will select 15 or 20
observers. It is the same kind of data. LaPaz is quite able. Of course, he knows the
field very well. In the case of this observation, for example, the altitude is varied from
8 to 30 miles. That is the usual altitude range that you get. He consistently gets low
altitudes. Professor Snoddy at Virginia is an experienced aurora observer, and he
criticizes the altitude observation. He feels that is the weakest part ofthis.
"DR. THOMPSON: You might also offer the possibility of explaining the apparent
parallel trajectory, i.e., as distinguished from the ordinary meteorite. Assuming that
there is a lot of aerodynamic-! mean they go higher than you really think.
"PROF. KAPLAN: Probably. I am inclined to believe that the altitude observations are not as good as they should be.
"DR. BRADBURY: I wouldn't think the horizontal path is a precise thing.
"PROF. KAPLAN: Yes, but the difference between these, ordinary meteorites,
fireballs, usually come out fairly close to vertical. The absolute horizontal is certainly not to be trusted.
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"DR. BRADBURY: There is also a curious thing which I think was probably
more true then it is now, is the projectories seem to seem to follow more and more
south direction than they did in a random study. I think that was rather disappearing, (?] was it not? Do you recall?
"PROF. KAPLAN: Yes. Well, as I indicated, I didn't want to take too much
time of the Board, but this high selectivity of direction seems to indicate that some
group was trying to pinpoint Los Alamos with a new sort of weapon for that general
area. That disappeared and the horizontal path. There are more ofthem coming in
more nearly to the vertical. I think the problem should be studied, and that is now
under way. It may, after our knowledge ofmeteorities, increase our security in that
area-l mean the whole problem of search, etc.
"DR. WARREN: Have the exposed photographic plates of any of the astronomic observatories indicated anything similar to this?
"PROF. KAPLAN: No. No. They almost got a spectrum. They removed the
spectograph from a favorable location two or three days, I think, before one of these
appeared. But so much of this work has been carried on in a somewhat informal
and slightly confused way that there has been no organized program. There will
be one now.
"DR. VON KARMAN: Well, gentlemen, I consider this question as an extra
curicula [sic] activity for the Board. At first I wasn't quite sure whether we should
call on the physicists or the psychologists, especially since these different phenomena were observed so close to an atomic establishment. I argued with myself
whether or not the psychologists might first enter this subject. However, I am glad
to say I was wrong. I believe your (Dr. Kaplan's) explanation was on the basis of
normal physics. As Professor LaPaz said, based on his familiarity for long decades,
the problems of meteorites are certainly not ofheavenly origin, so I owe it to
General Cabell to base it on my familiarity with rockets and state that it is not of
man-made origin. (laughter) I think the two arguments are equivalent. So I think
it has some interest, not from a military point of view but from a general science
point ofview. So I think we appreciate very much the time and th . . . [not clear]
that our member, Professor Kaplan, devoted to this problem, and we hope he will
carry on.
"MR. KENT: Mayb&we ought to hear the explanation of this.
"PROF. KAPLAN: I didn't feel I should take the time. I'll be glad to present
my explanation to anyone who is interested.
"DR. VON KARMAN: It may be that as something comes out, Colonel Holzman
will let us know.
"COL. HOLZMAN: Yes, sir.
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"DR. VON KARMAN: I believe it is perhaps time to go to lunch, so we will continue at 2:30. At that time we have three points: 1. The report of Professor Houghton
on the meeting of the Geophysical Research Panel. 2. Colonel Barden will talk on the
Research and Development Master Plan for 1952 Budget. 3. Organization questions of
Panels and Committees. The meeting is adjourned. (Adjourned for lunch at 12:15 p.m.)"
(xx.)
(xx.)

THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD TO THE CHIEF OF STAFF, UNITED
STATES AIR FORCE. CONFERENCE. 3 November 1949. At the Pentagon,
Washington, D.C. Classification: SECRET. Phot.ocopy in author's files. The
original document was double spaced. It was retyped to fit more words on a page.
The document is a rough draft. This accounts for the awkward language. Just
where in government files this paperwork was located is not know to me -L.E.
Gross. Document obtained by W.P. Laparl.

Comments on the conference:
A lot of things come to mind as one scans the transcript of the November 3rd meeting. Dr.
George E. Valley, for example, the Board's "flying saucer" expert, never lets out a peep. He
could have reminded everyone more than just lights were being reported in the skies. Likewise,
James Doolittle of ghost rocket fame could have said something about eyewitness reports of
strange phenomena back in 1946. Dr. Howard P. Robertson of the later 1953 CIA UFO panel
seems to have gotten an early education in aerial phenomena since he also attended the meeting.
Dr. Hugh Dryden, Deputy Chairman, was present. He crossed swords with Donald Keyhoe
years later over the reality ofUFOs. Dr. Dryden acquired a strong case of "anti-UFO fever" in
the 50s for some reason. Perhaps it came out ofthe 1949 deliberations. General Donald Putt,
Director of Research and Development, is a familiar name on the list ofthose in attendance. He
worked with the RAND corporation in th~ Fall of 1948 when the Air Force think tank evaluated
UFO reports to see if they represented alien visitations. RAND didn't feel extraterrestrial
visitors was a viable option so it is assumed General Putt would challenge any such notion if
Kaplan had made the suggestion.
A big surprise is t,he mention of Dr. Donald Menzel. Although he is not listed as a Board
member in attendance (he may or may have been a member to my limited knowledge- L. E.
Gross), the Harvard professor seems to have been known and respected by those at the meeting.
The surprise is that Menzel is in the role of an advocate of the phenomena being very puzzling,
a position 180 degrees from his behavior years later when he became very quick to pronounce
any UFO report as something mundane.
Some significant facts about the conference:
1.) It was agreed something real was being seen.
2.) The meteor theory, although having some merit, was not completely acceptable.
3.) Kaplan clearly favored his aurora hypothesis.

It is also significant that Kaplan's aurora, or "natural," explanation did not escape criticism.
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Menzel, lacking the knee-jerk skepticism oflater years, wondered why a "natural" phenomena
would cluster around Los Alamos. And then there was professor Snoddy of Virginia, an experienced aurora observer, who had trouble with the low altitude estimates of the "lights." Kaplan
mentioned 30 miles and even 8 miles (The lowest aurora displays are found in the region of
weak ionized gases ofthe Mesosphere 30-250 miles altitude).
Why didn't Kaplan say more about the "West Texas" reports?
Ifthese two points were weaknesses in Kaplan's arguments, then its understandable why he
says little about the "West Texas" manifestations. The "West Texas," or Camp Hood, reports
varied from green fireball sightings by a ridiculous margin. Luminous phenomena was being
reported six feet from the ground! Also the pattern of sightings showed that the "lights" were
bracketing the "Q" area, which is pretty localized activity!
Dr. Kaplan admits the "softness" of his solution. He thanked Dr. Bradbury for making available Los Alamos scientists like Teller, Gamow, Reines, and others, but nonetheless he said they
were as puzzled as he was. Kaplan's described his arrival at an explanation as "finally sticking
his neck out" by proposing an answer that "sounded reasonable." (See page 51) Kaplan also
provides a reason for caution in the handling ofthe problem: "The possibilities of rumor and
panic that might develop in that area [Los AlamosJ if loose talk about these green fireballs delops, I think, are great." (See page 51)
14 November. The AEC Security Division wants assurance. (See letter on page 62)
23 November. Reply to AEC. "Undoubtedly."
A first draft of a letter to AEC says the Director of Air Force Intelligence (DII) ''tentatively"
accepted the natural phenomena answer but also made the highly questionable assertion that
"various specialists" had determined that the light phenomena were "undoubtedly" observations
of natural phenomena. The fmal draft of the letter to AEC written on November 23rd mentions
only Kaplan, instead of"various specialists," and states: "From interrogations of observers in
that area and from inferences obtained in laboratory experiments, Dr. Kaplan has concluded that
natural phenomena were observed." (See pages 63-64)
30 November. Civilians show how its done.

If anything strange was occurring in the vicinity of sensitive installations, one would think it
would cause immediate and intense interest by the High Command. In fact this only happened
among the local authorities... Kaplan took months to decide whether or not to recommend
official scrutiny and it took many more months for official action (Project TWINKLE) to get up
and going. Contrast that with a civilian effort.
Some scientific personnel at Los Alamos were not about to wait for Air Force's Geophysical
Science Division to investigate. It didn't take them long to do something. (See page 65-66)
November/December. Ust Urt, Russia.
Unidentified planes or what?
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Di~ector of L~telligence
!lead:-,uarters
United States Air ?orce
T:1e Pentagon
': /z.shington 25, J. C.

Subject:
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Gentlemen :
,\ s you :moH, there :1ave been a number of reports of t i1e
observance of lw!linous aerial )henor.lena in the vicil1ity
of installations in Hhich the ~C is interested in ilew
l ~ex:ico and elseHilere in the South\·rest. As :rol\ also knm·r,
a nunber of r.1eetin;::s have taken place at \·rhich representatives of the Air Force, the M.r::ted Forces Special
·.ieapons Project, the Atomc C.:nere:J Cor:l!ll.ission, and other
ir.terested agencies have dio~ussed the s i cnificar~ce of
sucn pehnomena.
Ina~ch a s we understand that the United States Air Force
l:as the primarJ responsibility for i...rwestie<J.tion c.nd
evaluation of this ::\atter, \·re should very much appreciate
receiving your present evaluation of these phenor;,ena in
te!'!:'.s· of any actu.:l.l. or potential haz.:.rd they i.tay be considered to offer to O\ir instcJ.l.:.tions,
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.A.l'04I - DA
Lt Col Kearn/at/5365
lru 23 loT 49

MlMOR.UlX!14 70R UOORD

p ll01lL.EM:

l. '!'o ana-r a letter !roa D1Tia1on of Secro..rl t,.., .A.t011io hera
CoiiKiuion, requ.eaUnt; preunt eTal:u.atiol1 o! luaillaua aerial ph•noMna
1n ~ aaut.h-•h.ra ar.a o! t.he Uniiw Staha.

J.A.CTS & DISCUSSIOI;
2 • Ri clU7 1 u.ain.ou..a I f1 H Dall I I UIJU&l.l,.. ~ eni lh-whi t e but
aoaeUaea or~"d in oolor haTe bHn obaerTed. OTer the ~i nine
aont.ha in the air t~i tha aout.hweai. 6peo1!1call;r, 111eh
ph•nc-zua haTe been ob .. rTK ill tha Tia.ini
of C&JIP Hood, Tex.a.a, at
San.d.ia llr Joro.e BaH, and at Loa .A.laaoa. I n Menoo.

t,..

3.

..t.n&l,..ah by Tarim speeialhh h.u indicated \hat aa:17 of
inTolrt.Dc 11~\ phea.oa.n& we" undua.llhdJ.1' o'b . . rTaiion.
o! zuatural phe110-.aa. Particular attention vaa ~Ten io the 1 gr.en
f1rtball 1 Tariei';r b7 Dr. Jo . .ph Ulpl.n, -•ber of the USJ.l So1ent1!1o
J.dTiaory Board.. :or. I.pl.n h&a ocn.c.lud.w \hat the ·~ !1rellalll 1
are zua t tll"al phaJ&Oaena.
the

1nc1~nh

4,

fhe D/I ha1 tntatinly accepted thi• oonoluaion, and with U'O.ll

.Mli, did. 1 Sap ~. 1 !1reball 1 reporh were !ortrard.ed to Director of
:a.e .. areh an4. D.Telopaellt •• a -tier o! poa1ible 1Jlte!'91t U upper
atao~~phare reatareh.
Director o! Raaearch and DeYuopaent wu aak.d
to !urn.i ah an,. 1Jl!oraaUon ~b.1ch _,.. oon!1r. or d.tJ11' \hat thla

e&\egory o! 1neid..enta are natw..ral pheno-n.a.
r.-pl;r h&a O.tn reoe1 Ted..

'!o date nc

~~pec1!1o

5. u.s ..Uollic l u r a Ooalliaai . . requeah D/I pruent tTalu.ation
of the .. phtJLO-na ill h~ fd a.ny aoW..al or potential ll&sard. they
&&7 bt con1id..e~ to o!!er to ~0 1naiallat1ona.

6. .A.IC h.u been in!orwed in a lett.r that tae 1nYtat1«at1Tt
act1Tit111 o! '!TSJJ' han diTUl~d. noihinc that would 1nd.1aaw tb.a' ih.e
lu.incu• -rial pheno-.eaa ~fer• ur:r aotu.al or poitntial b.a..sari \o
.A.IC 1-.talla\ion•. further, \h&i the D/I As. t«Btai1Tely aeceptw
tilt •• 1nc:iunh at u.RI-al pheno. . u. and Ul.a\ .UO will be ad.Tiaed. aa
to the ! 1nal ooncl:a.aion.
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ca.rroll L. T'ylor, llana.ger, SFOO
DATE :
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!BRUt 11'. J. JloElwrn.th?j· ~ting Director, Security Divisio,...1
Sidooy H6lr~ger, -Jr.
'r, Be~urity Operations Branch
·
_

su BJE c T :

AER lAL PHENOMENA

TO

oz,v

.

RKFER TO
SYJLOOL:

.

.

DO

A group of scientists and technicianB from the Los Alamos Scientific
LaboJtatory have become extremely interested in the observe.ti ons of
the e..erie.l phenomena observed at various times in this Ticini ty, on
which reports have been rendered periodically. Thi~ group is headed
by Richard Taachek an:l ill composed of the following addi tion.al per-eonnelz
Hamer T. Gittings, Jr.
-George A. Jarvis
· J, Fred Xalba.oh
Stan H. Simmons
.Jud lJicholas

H.a.r o1d .lgnow
W. J. ld.asil1.m
Howard Parsons
Robert Potter

... : .
.. ~ ./:' ~

I

All of the foregoing have been appropriately cleared unde~ the provisions of the .Atomic Energy Act and therefore would have access to
any and all information on this subject which mi~ht be developed by
. ·the National JLilitary establi!!hment 's , principally the U. s . .Air
Faroe e.
I
This grt>up, 'lrnrking ~ntirely independently and OJ.ltside of their
-regularly assigned ta.sk:s with the Laboratory, will conduct observations !'ram Tantage poihts of this project through the use of equipment made available to them, such ail personally CTI'med cameras an:l
hane-made electronics instrunents, .~ugmented by additional equipnent
they migbt be able to obtain from the Laboratory, this latter type
of equipment will consist mainly or Fastex movie camera. The operations of the group ldll be conducted in the evenint;s when they will
r r -t 1·:· '!" ~ -i ou c ok~rvatiori points and ::;p-:nd considerable time in
c b r c.r>:.;._: .. : r:: .l : ..:..tl).cri!J€; of data .
~ !! ':: f irct obsorvc.ti on s were
~onductc.~ Lov~b ~r 2S and hLvc continu0 d each night up to the present
date . So far, several observations have already been made and data
recorded.
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· :In tho group ·are -t rained personnel . Yho ha.ve e.n interest in J..stonamy,
.. Jleteorltics, md Physic11, and other natural phenomena. It will be
their purpose to appro&oh this problem tram a scientific standpoint
and &ttempt to .prov~ . Or_,di11prove the .following two points 1

b. . rt

,·• . .. : .... --~· t

the ..Phe~QIIBD.B.. .ia

of

lllAD.-1!UI.de

origin.

~y hope to ·be able to establish either one or the other o.f the
.torogoirit; ani ·then proceed to establish the why's and lriherefor' s of
the _phenamena..

·
.

· It is believed -that such people, York:i.ng independently and utilizing
: ··:their ape,.re time, ·may obtain more satisfactory answers to the question
· • ., . .· which ha.a been bothering the li~tional ld.ili o.;ary Establishment for same
. ... ~;·_,:~:~·: ·· . time. Scm.e or the personnel so engaged hold reserve cammissions in
'.-,'·.::,,.•~:;:2; ··' . ~ither ..lnlzy, 'Havy, or .A..ir Farce e.nd -we believe this will be of great
; 1
·. ~ ?-~~<
.b tmB!'i t in thi e problem.

>:

·' ·

:;)ti>~[~4~,:;'_;:n.e _: C~~ ~ft~er
;,~.._·.!.Z;f;;· r>
,~..,

·· ·
· · ~ ·· ·

Qf the 17th District OSI, Kirtland Field Air
bee-n verbally e.dvi}!ed of this situation, as well as
·· the FBI, m.d a ai:milar letter t.o this will be directed to the
CCIIIlliUWiint Orticer· of the 17th District OSI in order that he might
inform his .higher headquarters.

..., l'oroe 'Base, :u~

It is believed that Yithin the next ten to fow'teen days su.fficient
data will have · been gathered that those people so engaged might be
able to talk in e.n intelligent manner to Air Farce personnel on this
Jmbject.
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Col. Conrad H. Lanza, Ret., a prominent military scholar, wrote an article for the U.S. Army
Field Artillery Journal. He reported that his sources had informed him Russian deserters were
saying their military had an atomic weapon proving ground in Ust Urt, a desert region between
the Caspian and Aral Seas. Furthermore: "Planes known not to be Russian, but unidentified,
have been frequently observed flying over the area at great heights. Russians have assumed that
these are American planes on photographic reconnaissance, and probably based on either Iran or
Arabia." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lanza, Ret. Col. Conrad H. "Perimeters in Paragraphs." Field Artillery Journal.
November/December 1949. Vol. 39 #6. p.269.

If the rumors of unidentified planes over Ust Urt had some substance, the "planes" in question
may, or may not, have been "true UFOs of a mysterious kind." Ifthey were, then it indicated
someone, or something, was also interested in Russian nuclear activity like they were of American efforts. If the "planes" were planes, then they were most likely Americans spying on
Moscow's atomic tests. That would still be of interest to us. One would think that if the U.S.
aircraft were flying over Ust Urton a regular basis, why wouldn't the Russians be trying to do
the same in New Mexico and Texas. Granted, it's hard imagine where a Russian spy base could
be located in the Western Hemisphere, but could that possibility be so easily ruled out. Why
was the High Command taking so long to investigate?
8 December. On behalf of Howard Hughes, let me say we are not interested.
Some woman in New Jersey wired the Air Force on December 8, 1949 to pass along the news
that RKO studios was not interested in making a film about flying saucers (I guess she felt the
military needed to know - L.E. Gross). The message from the woman was faithfully copied in
long hand by an Intelligence officer and made part of the military record. The woman had addressed a letter to the head ofRKO, How~d Hughes, apparently suggesting that a flying saucer
movie be made. She received a reply from Gordon E. Youngman, Vice President ofRKO, who
mentioned that another studio was already filming a flying saucer picture (No doubt he was referring to Mikel Conrad's saucer flick later released by Film Classics in 1950), so his studio had
no plans to do the same.
There may be a chance the Air Force was concerned with the psychological effect Hollywood
could have on it UFO investigations, therefore that was why the woman's information was kept
on file. Mikel Conrad's movie never left much of an impression, but when RKO fmally did
come up with a script in 1951, The Thing From Another World, it turned out to be prototype
creature-runs-amok feature. One film critic's favorite moment: "When the recovery team joins
hands to figure out the shape of the spacecraft beneath the ice."
...
27 December. The power of the "airmen from Mars" idea.
If one wanted to cause a stir, the articles in Argosy and the Saturday Evening Post fell far short
of matching Donald Keyhoe's visitors from space claim in True magazine. The press ate it up.
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Flying Saucers Reported to·Carry
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December. "Knock down a UFO by any means."
A curious statement:

"In December, 1949, Major Jere Boggs, AF Intelligence, publicly stated that in
1947 AF pilots had been ordered to down a UFO by any means for examination. He
admitted one case of shooting at a UFO in New Jersey; this admission to the present
Director ofNTCAP [Donald Keyhoe] was in the presence ofBrig. General Sory
Smith, Director of AF Information." (xx.)
(xx.) UFO Investigator. Vol. I, #8. June 1959. p.8.
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